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SUBJECT: SECY-89-267/SECY-88-315/SECY-90-237 - REVISION OF
10 CFR PARP 20 - STNIDARDS IDR PRDIECTION
AGAINST RADIATION

This is to advise you that the Ctanission (with Chairinan Carr and
ccanissioners Rogers, Curtiss, and Remick agteeing except as noted below) has
approved the proposed revisions of 10 CFR Part 20 as presented in SECY-88-315,
revised in SECY-89-267 and SECY-90-237, ard subject to the modifications
listed belcu.

Follcuing staff completion of the following items the rule should be returned
for final Ctanission rwiew, affirmation and publication in the Federal
Register. Publication of the new Part 20 should be at<mmnicd by appropriate
efforts to disseminate information about the rule to licensees, other Federal
agencies, States, the Corywss and the public.

(ED0/OGC) (SECY Suspense: 9/90)

1. 'Ihe Commission (with Chairinan Carr and n,mmhioners Rogers and Remick
approving) has agrecd that publication of the rule changes can be
supported under the backfit rule as described below.

The Federal Register Notice should incorporate the staff's summary of the
revised backfit analysis based on a finding that the revisions to Part 20
provide for a substantial increase in safety. The analysis should
conclude with the following paragraph:

"The Commission is adopting the final rule based on the conclusion
of this analysis that the rule provides for a substantial increase
in the overall protection of the public health and safety and that
the direct and indirect costs of its irplementation are justified in
terms of the quantitative and qualitativn benefits associated with

NOTE: THIS SEM, THE SUBJECT SECY PAPER, MO THE VCTIE SHEETS OF OJtEISSIONERS
CURTISS, RD4ICK, NO ROGERS WILL BE MADE FUBLICLY AVAILABIE WHDI 11E
FEDERAL RDGISTER NCfrICE IS IUBLISIED. p
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the rule. 20 Otraission would rcto, hwever, that, even had the
arnlysin not oorcludcd that revistd lurt 20 prwides a substantial
ircrease in the overall protecthn of the p1blic health ard safety,
it cc.nd have gono fcuani with the ndo bncause the charges mde to
Part 20 also ancunt to a redefinition of the level of adcquate

protection ard the backfit nde's cost justification r.taniud does
ret apply to a rcdefinition of adequato protcction."

Ommissioner Curtiss believes that this rulcmMtiry constitutes a rtdefinition
of adequate protection. He believes that the Staternnt of Consideration ard
the backfit discussion should bo I.niified as nocessary to reficct this
detennirntion; ho does not believe that the Ccruission should attempt to ;-

justify the revision as a cubstantial ircreano in the overall protection of F

the public health ard safety. His carrents on this are included in his voto -

sheet ard are attachcd hereto.

2. We revision of Part 20 should boccno effective on January 1,1992 ard
the staff should complete, to the mxinum extent practicable, developnent
of the noxasary Irgulatory guidarco docunents by January 1,1991. Dirly

completion of the guidance, at least in draft form, should ptrvido timo
for licensees to reviw ard cmment on the guidanco ard to develop ard
implcmant the ncasures necessary to ocrply with the nw Part 20 by the
effectivo date. In preparirg regulatory guidance, the staff should
ensult that it provides for the same flexibilities that have been
ircorporatcd into the rule, particularly in the areas of (1) determinirg
canpliance witt. rho occupatiorytl dnso limits involvirg .nterrsally
deposited rad'onuclides and (2) establishirg sitc-specific effluent
limits in air ard water considerity physical ard envircrrental

. characteristics that influence potential doses to ncmbers of the p1blic.
20 larquage in the Statement of Consideration, the rule, and the
guidanco documents should c1carly enphasize that these f1cxibilities
apply only within an envelope of equivalent safety ard protection (i.e.,
M rt 20 provides flexibility in hcw the dose calculations are performcd,
but in all cases, unless epocifically exempted, tha dnse limits in
Sections 20.201 and 20.301 apply). 20 larguage in Enclosure 3, pages 2,
4, ard 8 of SECW89-267 should also be revincd to ensure that ficxibility
is clearly and correctly reflected.

3. % c discussion in the Statement of Consideration (pg. 13 of Enclosure
3 to SECY-88-315) allcus licensees to make pen ard ink charges to their
licensos to reflect these revisions to Part 20. Iarquagn should be added -
to the nde itself in 10 CFR 20.8 to authorize the pen ard ink charges.

4. We Statement of Consideration should be exparded to clarify the impact,
if any, of the chargo in doso limits for memben of the public frm 500
to 100 millirem /yr when confonning the general licenso design stardards
in Parts 32 ard 40 (sco confornirg anerd ont in Enclosure 5 to
SECY-88-315 on pages 144 and 147). 20 s'aff should ensure that the
conformirq revisions are consistent with the current intent.

D. 20 Federal Register Notico should be updated as appropriate to reflect
the Commission's recent decision on the Belcv Regulatory Concern Policy
Statenent,

l
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j. 6. Staff should clarify the purpose of the rule ard the definition of
natural background raditt. ion in the Statement of 0:nsideration ard the.

rule, in regard to consideration of sources of radiation exposure that4

fall outside of the scope of Part 20 (e.g., fallout, !WN, x-rays) (pages
| 6 and 13 of Enclosure 4 of SDCl-88-315) .
.

7. %e attached m:difications should be ocnsidered for incorTeration into;
the rederal Register liotice. 0: ments not incoricrated should bea

' identified within the final rulamking package. In addition to the
1 inserts ptwided in SECY-90-237, the notice should be rWiewed to asmus

that no further charges are r cedod to reflect the national ard
) internatiomi radiation protection devcicpnents that have occurred since
; the text was prepared (i.e. BC1R IV ard V, Ul4SCrAR 1988, ICRP's 1990

reocznnendations, and 11CRP's Report lio.106) . :/inally, the 110tice should
have a final quality control check, incitdirq use of Enclosure 6 of

i SDCV-88-315, to be sure that issues raised in the Statement of
consideration are answered ard that all significant charges between the'

proposed ard final rules are dimtW.

8. %c Comission understards that the rationale for the staff's preferred
risk ccefficient of SE-4 is that while 4E-4 remains a good working
coefficient for occupational egosures, the greater susceptibility of
fetuses ard children makes SE-4 a better number for the population as a

,

;- whole, mis should be made plain in the Statement acocmpanyiry the rule,

on p. 5 of Enclosure A to SDCY-90-237, the disomslon notes that the
range of fatal cancer risk frcan lower dosos in Ut4GCCAR-88 (.7S-4 to
3.5E-4) is .6 to 5 times highcr than the 1977 ICRP risk value of 1.25E-4
We correct relationship of 3.5 to 1.25 is aboat 3 times, not 5.

Finally the secord paragraph of the discussion of the '1990 ICRP
rh.i.ardations should be revised to state the followirg:

"Until the final ICRP rrecunmendations are published, ard the need
for further revisions in 11RC stardards establirhed, the Consnission
believes it would be advisable to proceed with prut .lgation of the
proposed doce limits, rather than deferring a Induction of the
existire limits to a future rulemakirq. Se conmission plars to
review the ccanments of the professional ocananity and others on the
ICRP ruccrrncrdations ard ICRP's reEperse to them. In addition, the
ccumtission will review the rummndations of other expert bodies,
such as the 11ational Council on Radiation Protection and
Measurements, ard participate in the deliberations of the cczmittee
for Interagency Radiation Research and Policy coordination on the
need for further revision of the occupational radiation pIVtection

! stardards after the ICRP rew.iardations are published."

he rule and the Statement of Consideration should be revised to
incorporate the additional changes described in Erclosure A to
SECV-90-237, as modified in the attached markirgs. (%ese charges
partially implement items 3 and 7 listed above.)

|
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The Ctanicsion crrrr.rds the statf for its diligerce ard hard work in
cannlotirq the revision of Part 20. Since the effort to revise Part 20 began
in 1978, the staff has rurrained dodicated to empletirg the revisions in the
intarcst of public health ard safety,

oct Chairmn carr
.

Ctanissioner Roberts
-| cantnissioner Rogerr,

Ctanissioner curtics
Crmnissioner Remick
IG
ACRS
AQM

I

|
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Commissioner Curtiss' Comments on SECY-88-3151,

! I approve the revisions to 10 CTR Part 20 and related changes to
i other regulations as outlined in SECY-88-315 and SECY-89-267,

subject to the modifications discussed below.

1

1

!- Backfitt I have examined the proposed Part 20 amendments from
the standpoint of whether and, if so, how the backfit rule shoulde

apply to this particular rulemaking. The nature and effects of,

the proposed changes to Part 20 lead me to the conclusion that
the proposed amendments, in essence, would redefine what is
necessary for adequate protection of the public health and safety
in the radiation protection area. Thus, while I believe that we-

should apply the backfit rule to this Part 20 rulemaking effort,
* I also believe that this rulemaking constitutes a redefinition of

adequate protection as described in 10 CTR 650.109(a)(4)(iii) and
that the usual backfit analysis and cost-benefit balancing are
therefore not required in this instance.

: on the question of whether such,an approach would require this
j rule to be renoticed for further public comment, I have concluded

that there was ample indication in the notice of proposed1

rulemaking that the Commission is rethinking its radiation
i protection standards across-the-board in this Part 20 rulemaking.

Moreover, this initiative was explained in a manner that could
logically be construed to encompass the approach to backfitting
described above. Of particular importance, the notice of

_

proposed rulemaking itself seems to indicate that the Commission
is contemplating an action that would redefine what is necessary
for adequate protection in the radiation protection area. For,

example, the notice states that:

'

(T]he Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is proposing
a major revision of its regulations in 10 CTR Part 20
which provide:the requirements-for the protection of
individuals who are. exposed . to ioniring radiation;- . .

from routine activities . . which are 12 censed by the- .
NRC . The intent of the revision is to improve. . .

NRC radiation protection standards by reflecting
developments in the principles-that underlie radiation
protection and advances in related sciences that have
occurred since the cromulaation of 10 CPR Part 90
nearly thirty years ago . . The expected result of. .

promulgating _and implementing the proposed revised rulei

is an improved' rule that provides better assurance of
protection; establishes a clear health protection basis
for': limits and_other regulatory actions taken to
protect public health; applies to all licensees in a
consistent mannert and reflects current information on
health risk,~ dosimetry, and radiation protectioni

| practices and experiences.
.

51 Fed. Rect 1092 (January 9, 1986).
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) With regard to existing Part 20 standards, the Commission noted
thatt

!
' (1)n promulgating these standards, the AEC emphasized
; "that the standards are subject to change with the
j development of new knowledge, with significant increas,e

in the average exposure of the whole population to
radiation and with further experience in the'

; administration of the Commission's regulatory program."
consistent with this emphasis, the proposed revision,

reflects new knowledge, increased uses of radiation and
; generation of radiation sources, and experience gained

-*
| during the past twenty years . (Earlier). . .

revisions (to the existing part 20) have not kept the3

; regulations in accord with more recent recommendations
; of scientif.ic organizations . . to improve overall.

! protection and establish a cicar health risk rationale

[T]he central thrust of the revision (is) to. . . .

i ensure that radiation protection is adequate and
defendable when judged by good protection practices and.

contemporary standards.

| 51 Fed. Rec. 1093, 1094 (citations omitted).
4

In discussing the benefits of the proposed rulemaking, the
Commission indicated thatt

! [t]he proposed revision to Part 20 includes numerous
: changes required to bring the radiation protection

standards into accord with current defendable [ sic)' scientific knowledge, and to reflect contemporary
scientific and philosophical approaches to protection
against radiation . The Commission anticipates. . .

that promulgating and implementing the proposed rule.

will result in a regulation that provides better
'

assurance of protection, establishes a clear health
protection basis for limits, applies to all licensees,
including small entities, in a consistent manner, and
reflects current information on health risk, dosimetry,
and radiation erotection cractices end evnevienrac.

I
| 51 Fed.Rea..1120, 1122.

Consistent with all of these statements on the nature of the
proposed changes to Part 20, a supplemental notice of proposed _
rulemaking that requestod comments on a proposed backfit analysis
indicated thatt

(T]his is the first complete revision of these
regulations in over 25 years. This revision will bring
the Commission's radiation protection standards into

4

.- . , - - , , - ~ - . . . , , , , n ~. ,.-
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! accord-with current recommendations of the
j International Commission on Radiological Protection
j (ICRP) . . . .

;

b
$ *

i. *

;- The proposed revision to 10 CFR Part 20 (is) intended *

| tot
i

!- ** a._ Update the quarter-century-old 10 '

i
CFR Part 20 to incorporate advances
in science and new concepts-of,

'

radiation protection methodology-
| and philosophy;
L

b. . Implement pending Federal _ Radiation'
Guidance on occupational radiation
protectient

.c. Implement the principle current
dose-limiting recommendations of,

the ICRPt-

d. Incorporate the ICRP " effective
dose equivalent" concept;

,

e, Update the limits on airborne
radionuclide intakes, effluent

i releases and doses from inhaled or'

ingested radionuclides using up-to-
date metabolic models and dose,

factorst and

f.- Require that-licensees have
programs for keeping _radistion

4 exposures "as low as is reasonably
; achievable" ~( ALARA) .

.

51 Fed. Rec. 30870, 30871 (August-29, 1986).-;.

.Overall, these various characterizations of the purpose, intent,
andj. nature of_the proposed changes.to Part 20 lead to'the-
conclusion that the Commission is, in fact, rethinking'its

[ radiation protection _sta.1dards.- For these reasons, I believe'

that-the notice adequately describes the nature and substance of
the proposed rule changes and that renoticing to further reflect-
a Commission judgment that the proposed changes constitute a
redefinition of adequate protection is'not necessary.

--

-
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

10 CFR PART 20

and 10 CFR Parts 2,19, 30, 31, 32, 34, 39, 40, 50, 61, and 70

Standards for Protection Against Radiation'

,

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Comission

ACTION: Finsi rule

SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory Comission (NRC) is revising
'

its standards for protection against ionizing radiation. This
action is necessary to incorporate updated scientific
information and te reflect changes in the basic philosophy of *

radiation protection. The revision conf (,rms the Comission's
regulations to the Presidential Radiation Protection Guidance to
Federal Agencies for Occupational Exposure and to recomen-

,

dations of national and international radiation protection
organizations. A proposed revision was published in 1986. The
revised Part 20 incorporates changes suggested in the public
comments, as appropriate. Amendments to other parts of 10 CFR

'

Chapter I are also being issued that amend Part 19 and update
*

citations to 10 CFR Part 20.

Thi Q a final regulation that becomes effectiveDATT.5:

January 1, JM. However, public coments on the revisions to /
Appendix C of 10 CFR Part 2 may be submitted until [60 days
afterpublication). Coments received after this date will be
considered if it is practical to do so, but assurance of
consideration cannot be given except as to cosinents received

before this date.

ADDRESSES: Copies of documents relating to the January 9,1986,

proposed rule ($1 FR 1092) or this document may be examined and

STATEMENT 1 ENCLOSURE 3
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copied for a fee in the Comission's Public Document Room at

: 2120 L Street NW., Washington, DC. Public coments on the
revision of Appendix C to 10 CFR Part 26 Rules of Practice for x
Domestic Licensing Proceedings, may be submitted to the Secre-
tary of the Comission, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission,

! Washington, D.C. 20555, Attention: Docketing and Service Branch.
.Cortrents received may be examined and copied (for a fee) at the

,

NRC Public Docurent Room 2120 L $treet, N.W., Washington, D.C.
.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Harold T. Peterson, Jr.,

Division of Reguletory Applications, Office of Nuclear"

! Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission,
Washington,DC2055$, Telephone (301)4923640.I

$UPPLEMENT/.RY INFOMATION: ,

2

1. Introduction

A. Purpose of the Revision

The purpose of this revision of 10 CFR Part 20 is to modify
the NRC's radiation protection standards to reflect sevelopments
in the principles and scientific knowledge that underlie
radiation protection that have occurred since Part 20 was
originally issued more than 30 years ago. These developments
not only include updated scientific information on radionuclide
uptake and metabolism, but also reflect changes in the basic
philosophy of radiation protection. Incorporation of these

changes will ensure that Part 20 continues to provide adequate
protection of pubite health and safety.

It is also the purpose of this revision to implement recent
Presidtntial Guidance on occupational radiation exposure (See

Section!!.E.) Th(AEC)andtheNRChavefollowedpastFederal y
Radiation Protect on Guidance and conformance with the guidance

~ Wi 6 % DvC

STATEMENT 2 ENCLOSURE 3
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is viewed by the Comission as being necessary to ensure that
i

all NRC licensees are using levels of protection comparable to

1 those used by other Federal agencies.

The AEC and the NRC have generally followed the basic

radiation protection recomendations of the International

, Comission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) and its U.S.
counterpart, the National Council on Radiation Protection and
Measurements (NCRP), in formulating basic radiation protection
standards. In 1977, ICRP issued revised recossendations for a
system of radiation dose limitation. This system, which was

Idescribed in ICRP Publication 26 , introduced a number of

significant modifications to existing concepts and recomenda-
tions of the ICRP and the NCRP that are now being incorporated

in the NRC regulations. In particular, this revision of Part 20
puts into practice recomendations from ICRP Publication 26 and

*

subsequent ICRP publications. The Federal Radiation Protection
Guidance signed by the President on January 20,1987 is also
based upon the ICRF 1977 recomendations in ICRP Publication 26.

In adopting the basic tenets of the ICRP system of dose limita-
tion the Nuclear Regulatory Comission egr::: dththi;bd; Y

/: that, when application of the dose limits is::r. .
combined with the principle of keeping all radiation exposures
*as low as is reasonably achievable," the degree of protection
could be significantly greater than from relyfog upon the dose

limits alone.

B. Fundamental Radiation Protection Principles

The radiation protection standards in this part are based

f upon the assumptions that--

1 Recomendations of the International Comission on Radiological Protection,
. Janua ry 13, 1977, ICRP Publication No.26, Annals of the ICRP, 1(3)(1977).

STATEMENT 3 ENCLOSURE 3
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a) Within the range of exposure conditions usually
encountered in radiation work, there is a linear relationship,
without threshold, between dose and probability of stochastic

health effects (such as latent cancer and genetic effects {'s
,

(b) The severity of each type of stochastic health effect

|is independent of dose; and M
'

(c) Non stochastic (non random) occurrences of radiation-,

induced health effects can be prevented by limiting exposures so

that doses are below the thresholds for their induction.
0V

The first assumption, the linear non threshold dose-effect rela-
tionship, implies that the potential nealth risk is proportional

p.M to the dose received and that the;e is an incremental health

Mhd risk associated with even very small doses, even radiation doses
,#* much smaller than received from naturally occurring radiction*

,

## , u ("h sources. These health risks, such as cancer, are termed
# yw stochastic because, for a given level of dose, not every person<

exposedwouldexhibittheeffcet.jThesecondassumptionmeans
.,_

that when a stochastic effect is induced, the severity of the

effect is not related to the radiation dose received. The third
assumption implies that there are effects, termed nonstochastic
effects, for which there is an apparent threshold; i.e., a dose

'

level below which the effect is unlikely to occur. - An example

of a nonstochastic effect is the formation of radiation induced
cataracts of the eyes.

The above assumptions are necessary because it is generally
her or not there are any increases

impossible to determi,ne whejO at very low doses and low dose,

in the incidence of m H v
rates, particularly in the range of doses to members of the
general public resulting fres NRC licensed activities. It is
firmly established, both from an641 studies and human epidem-
iological studies (such as the radium dial painters, radiolo-
gists,andtheatomicbombsurvivors)thatthereareincreased
incidences of certain cancers associated with radiation exposure

at high doses and high dose rates. However, whether these

STATEMENT 4 ENCLOSURE 3
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effects occur at very low doses and, if they occur, whether
their occurrence is linearly proportional to dose is not firmly -

established. In the absence of convincing evidence that there
is a dose threshold, or that the linear assumption is
unrealistic for extrapolating the observed risks at high doses
to lower dose levels, the Consnission believes that these assump-

,tions remain appropriate for formulating radiation protection stan.
.

dards and planning radiation protection programs,
4

v
" t7

k) *C. Background
-

Standards for radiation protect werd originally issued

by the former m .,m.s mu__festenkE(Cinthelate1950's
<

(22FR548; January 29,'1957.) These standards have been modi-
.

fied since that time by a series of amendments relating to
specific issues; however, no complete revision of Part 20 has
been made since the original standards were issued.

MakeNRCissuedanAdvanceNoticeofProposedRule. XA

meking(ANPRM)intheFederalRegisterofMarch 20,1980 (45 FR
18023). This ANPRM requested coments on possible topics that
should be revised in a proposed revision of Part 20. :The re- ;

sponses received to this announcement were considered in the
formulation of the proposed revision.

During the development of this rule, early connents from
licensees, labor unions, public interest groups, other Federal
agencies and scientific organizations were solicited, discussed
and considered in formulating the proposed rule, in addition,

the NRC staff has benefited from its participation in several

public meetings held by the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) in connection with the guidance for occupational radiation
exposure. The revised Part 20 and the Federal guidance on
occupational exposure wero developed in parallel and are both
based primarily on the ICllP reconnendations. The comments made

STATEMENT 5 ENCL.05URE 3
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ed 'd'o'se from neutrons -(in rads or grays) to a dose equivalent

(inremsorsieverts). The ICRP Statement recomended increas-
ing the quality factor for high-energy neutrons by a factor of

1 2. The quality factor for fast neutrons, for example, would be
; increased from 10 to 20. This change has the effect of doubling

the apparent biological risk of high-energy neutrons. For

, reasons explained in the discussion of quality factors (see the
discussion on i 20.4), the NRC has not adopted this_ recommen-'

dation in this revision of Part 20. - k&

h[ k(t
B. ICRP 1987 Washington Meeting p

The' primary focus of the state t issued by e ICRP
3following the 1987-meeting' in Washi ton was IC Publication'

4No. 48 . That publication discusse higher tra sfer factors for
__

*transport of certain transuranic e enents acro s-the intestinal
walls. These higher fractional a orption f ors have been
incorporated in revisions to the ALI and DACs in Appendix 8 of
the final rule. The changes resulting from the use of-these
revised factors would not change either the ingestion or inhala-
tion Alls for plutonium in the oxide or nitrate fums, but would
lower the ALis for other compounds or mixtures by a factor of r-

ten -The transfer factor for gut transfer of neptunium was
. ,

* '

found to be an order of magnitude: lower than the value used in
'ICRP 30.and, consequently, the ingestion All can be increa, sed by

almost an order or. magnitude. The transfer factor for

americium,_ curium,andcaliforniumwasfoundtobeafpetorof;
_

two higher than the ICRP 30 value so the ingestion-ALIsare _K_
reduced by a factor of two.~ Parametersapplicabletoinhalation
Alls and DACs are less affected as the transfer from the

.

International Comission on Radiological Protection $-342 (1987).
'ICRP Statement from3

1987-Washington. Meeting,' Health Physics $3(3): 33 >

4 International Commission on Radiological Protection, "The Metabolism of
Plutonium and Related Elements,* ICRP Publication No. 48, Annals-of the
ICRP_16(2/3)(1985).

STATEMENT 7 ENCLOSURE 3
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'jk Conformance of License Conditions M

The revis!on of 10 CFR Part 20 will necessitate modificati of

license conditions that cite or refer to sections of Part 20. % order tb ph

woul[ 5 Ye)h itTdavoid the N tC hfving to issue,tje large nusber of license amendments that
d'U

-
p

g arsifsion is grInted to ifcensees to make handwritten .**[~p

changes to their licentes in order to conform them to the revised 10 CFR h?~

Part 20 sections. Such changes should be made only after the effective,

implementation date of the revised Part 20 rule of January 1,199h cy

The NRC will issue a document (NUREG) that provides the section and

paragraph identifiers in the revised Part 20 and the corresponding
sections or paragraphs in the existing Part 20. This document will be
prepared and issued within a few months of the publication of this rule.
yay e.n w M b m %f k S M + L.peu.. )(

In cases where there may be a conflict or difference between the '

revised rule and a license conditien, after January 1, lh the licensee y
shall comply with the revised Part 20 rule in lieu of the license
condition.

.

VI. Summary of Public Coments and Changes from Proposed Rule

The purpose of this. section is to respond to cosinents raised or.
the proposed rule and to explain and highlis.c the changes made to
the proposed rule. This section cresents, for each paragraph or
section of the rule, the principal public comunents on the proposed
rule, an NRC staff response to the comments (where appropriate), and
a sumary of the principal changes that were made to the proposed
rule. This section has been arranged so that it corresponds to the
structure of the rule. Although it follows the format of the final
rule, the following text is not intended te convey any additional
requirement not already in the regulatory text. The text of revised
Part 20 starts on page [FR to insert page number of start of regula-
tory text).

,

I

|
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Subpart A . General Provisions

i 20.' Purpose
1

IFinal Rule. A new sentence was added to convey the intent of
theformeri20.9intheproposedrule(whichhasbeenremoved)that
the regulations in Part 20 should not hinder a licensee's actions to
protect health and safety in the event of an emergency. It is the
Comission's intent that the regulations be observed to the extent

~

practicable during emergencies, but that conformance with the
regulations should not hinder any actions which have overriding
priorities, such as lifesaving, protection of propertg or maintaining y

;

confinement of radioactive materials.

In this regard, the Comission notes that the federal guidance
,

on occupational radiation protection states that those dose standards
only apply to normal operating conditions. The Comission believes
that the dose limits for nomal operation should remain the primary
guidelines in emergencies. However, the Comission also recognizes'

that, in a severe emergency, operations that do not conform to the
regulations may have to be carried out to achieve the high priority
tasks of worker, public and f acility protection. The purpose of the
addition to this section is to assure licensees that their first
priority should be to carry out those actions which are necessary to
protectworkersandthepublicfromradiationexposure.freventor x
limit the spread of radioactive contamination or release of radio-
active materials to the environment, to perfom lifesaving

n n.. '-^ :tia.e"to preserve an adequate Y
activities,and-::y::7vmargin of safety in ny ensuing violations and their /

| severity, the Comssion will consider on a case by case basis the
I existence of extenuating circumstances.
L
i

I i 20.2 Scope
|

Final Rule. The statement of scope remains essentially the same

as in the proposed rule.

STATEMENT 14 ENCLOSURE 3
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1. New Terms. The folleving definitions have been added since

the publication of the proposed rule. These definitions have been
.

'

added to clarify the meaning of the terms:-

a. " Activity'
b. ' Derived air concentration hours' ('DAC hours')
c. * Dosimetry processor'

,

d. ' Entrance or access point'

e. ' Generally-spplicable environmental standard"

f. ' Individual monitoring device *

g. " Quality factor"
,

h. "$4nitary sewerage"

1. ' Total effective dose equivalent (TEDE)"
4

j. " W !;h; h; f::: b ' # __ , [f, /,/f/,; g
,

G1. ~1

~~'"' *

2. Revised Definitions. The following definitions have been I

revised or nodified from the definition used in the proposed rule:

,

a. " Absorbed dose *

b. ' Annual limit on intake'
,

c. ' Class"

d. " Committed dose equivalent"

e. ' Committed effective dose equivalent"

f. * Derived air concentration'
g. ' Dose equivalent'

h. " Effective dose equivalent"

1. " Embryo / fetus'

j. " Eye dose equivalent"
k. 'Herber of the public'
1. " Natural background"

m. 'Non-stochastic'
n. ' Person'

o. ' Planned special exposure"

p. ' Quarter *

q. "Surv ey*

ST ATEt1ENT. 16 ENCLOSURE 3
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g*p reaso$ablyachievable." This shift is to emphasize that the

, #' 'ALARA" concept is intended to be en operating principle rather/

<&$gd than an absolute sinimization of exposures.
ged et

Any requirement for ALARA should include a lower bo.,nd.
Many licensees felt that there should be a ' floor" for ALARA

e- efforts, dose levels below which further reductions are not
9 t, necessary.

Response: The Comission agrees that there would be sdvan-
tages to establishing such a " floor," below which efforts to ,_

g furthgr, re, duct doses wguld not,be nec,essary Jhh an;;;t 2;- J'
d n'9:nt';; b;in; Unit;h7t? thjt (See*Jiscussionon y

I 5'.4. ,n,bl / **Sf+ &,
p g g|L: % ytruk ,1,9 k eleCL-)

b* Ey
11 t,u u "'

4
" k .,,,.s u. .. .aa - n. n an.<xJ n + " EeNdc standards should ,onstitute being d r ~* 4I

s( ompliance with " ALAR c

ALARA. Several comenters supported the statement in the propo m sug.7 4
sed Part 20 (i 20.102(b)) that compliance with EPA's 40 CFR Part
190 and with Appendix ! to 10 CFR Part 50 should constitute
de facto compliance with the requirement to keep LWR effluents

ALARA. EPA comments did not support this view.

.

'

Response: Appendix ! to 10 CFR Part 50 defines ALARA
levels of radioactive materials in light-water cooled reactor

(LWRs) effluents. If the design objectives of Appendix 1 are
met, it constitutes a demonstration that the effluents are ALARA
and no additional effort is required to reduce the effluent
levels.

Although the Environmental Protection Agency interprets 40
CFR Part 190 as an "ALARA-based" standard, it also believes that
40 CFR Part 190 constitutes an upper bound, not a lower bound,

STATEMENT 21 ENCLOSURE 3
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I4 b
39 and ICRP Publication No. 9 43 Well as the smaller area
recossended in ICRP Publication No. 26.

,ftgiphe past several years there have been instancesW

where4very small (!.250 m) particles of fuel or activated ,X
corrosion product # ave been discovered in reactor facilities.

. on workers or their clothing, and, in a few isolated cases, in
worker's vehicles or homes. These particles are generally too
large to pose a significant risk from inhalation, but are

capable of producing intensega gad,ipti,og jos,e,s,0ver ye yg g,, p_
smallareasoftheskin.hheprincipalharardappe,ars,,tobe

#, ' v.# rt . /
skin ulceration if the particles remain localized on the skin
surface. The primary uncertainty associated with evaluating the
hatard of these swell particles is determining the skin area or
tissue volume to which the dose is to be computed (or even

'

p whether ' dose" is the most appropriate indicator of the hazard).
The NRC has requested the National Council on Radiationp
ProtectionandMeasurements(NCRP)tolookintothehotparticle

0/gyt issue and make recomendations on how to evaluate the hazards
,$ associated with these particles.

2Final Rule. This revision of Part 20 specifies an area of I cm
for skin dose evaluations. The ' hot particle' issue is being

! addressed independently of the Part 20 rulemaking proceeding.
|

|

Effective dose equivalent for external exposure. The most
prevalent coment concerning the effective dose equivalent is

14 National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements, ' Basic
Radiation Protection Criteria,' NCRP. Report No. 39 (January 15,1971),

paragraph 207.
page 79,ional Commission on Radiological Protection, 'Recossendations of15- Internat
the International Comission on Radiological Protection (adopted September
17,1965),' ICRPPublicationNo.9(1966),page6, paragraph 28.

STATEMENT 28 ENCLOSURE 3
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parameters, there was concern regarding whether the more recent
ICRP 30 parameters should be used, particularly when the value
is to be comp 6 red with the intake limits in the existing Part
20.

.A''

until the effective date of the revision, licensees must V

. continue to demonstrate. compliance with the intake limits of the
present rule. Because the concentration limits, Al!'s'

and DAC's in Appendix B of the revised Part 70 are based upon
the effective dose equivalent, they should not be used until
after the effective date of the rule. The NRC is planning to
issue a Regulatory Guide that will address the use of bicassey
measurements for determining compliance with Part 20.

Appropriate parameters for calculating organ doses from
weightingradionuclide intakes that do not incorporate the wT , , ,

factors can be found in ICRP 30 and its supplements. The
effective cose equivalent can be used for purposes other than

i
demonstrating compliance, such as environmental reports, prior
to the effective date of the revision providing that it is
clearly indicated as being an 'effecti,ve dose equivalent."

l 20.205 (deleted) Further Provisions - Internal Exposure
involving Radionuclides with Very Long Effective

Half lives

Exemption for long lived radionuclides and the use of the
comitted dose equivalent concept. The use of the concept of a

"comitted dose ecuivalent' drew numerous connents. This
approach entails assigning to the year of intake, the future
internal dose (the 'comitted dose equivalent * over 50 years)

I from radionuclides taken into the body during that year. The

proposed rule (in i 20,205) allowed an exemption from the use of
comitted dose equivalents for several long-lived radionuclides.

;

STATEMEtti 33 ENCLOSURE 3
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corynenters expressed concern that exposures during planned
special exposures that did not result in doses to an individual
in excess of the occupational annual dose limits would neverthe-
less have to be reported separately and subtracted from the in.
dividual's lifetime allotment for planned special exposures.

Response: The intent of the planned special exposure was
,

that it would be used infrequently in circumstances where the
eliminationofthe5(N-18)lifetimecumulativelimitmight
create a severe haridicap to the licensee's operations. Being
able to switch doses between planned special exposures and
routine cose limits would tend to encourage the use of planned

special exposures as the licensee would have nothing to lose by
using the planned special exposure. This is contrary to the
Comission's intent that the planned special exposures be re-

"

stricted to 'special" situations. Once a licensee decides to
'

condact a planned special exposure, all of the unique
limitations, reporting, and recordkeeping requirements are to
apply, even if the doses actually received fall within the dose
limits for routine operations.

Final Rule. The provisions of planned special exposures
have been extended to include internal exposures, and th
reporting times to the individuals involved has been cha edto /
30 days to allow sufficient tint for analysis of interna .

I 20,207 Occupational Dose Limits for Minors

Exposure of Minors. One comenter stated that minors
should not be exposed to radiation because they do not meet the
criteria for occupational radiation exposure. The comenter
argued that minors are not trained regarding radiation protec-
tion, do not derive a benefit from employment and would require
the preparation of a Form 4 if they were workers.

|

i
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dose limits applicable to the general public (the recently-
issued Federal guidance tpplied only to occupational radiation
protectica).

Pesponse: Although i-t-te44ms4 uld be desirable
to use Federal guidance as a basis for the revision of the
limits for the public, the Comission believes that Part 20
needs to be based on a consistent set of principles and concepts

4 rather than having its standards for workers using one dose

d p limitation system and its standards for the general public using4 an entirely different (and outmoded) system. The fact that the
! latett Federal guidance does not address radiation exposure of

N(t e general pub 11 and the Comission's intent to address these

$ imits were note statement of considerations that
accompanied the proposed rule ($1 FR 1118, Section XXV111). )(

,,

,

Facilities that are subject to other lower standards
should nc have to demonstrate compliance with the 0.1-rem

limit ("referencelevel*). Several comenters expressed concern
that additional efforts would be-required to demonstrate.
compliance with the proposed 0.1 rem * reference level." For
licensees that were already subject to the 0.025 rem (25-milli-
ram) limits of EPA's 40 CFR part 190, this appeared to be an

! unnecessary burden.

Response: The concept that 0.1-rem represents a ' Reference
Level" has been eliminated and the 0.1 res value represents the j
primary dose limit for protection of the public in the revised

i Part 20. This change from the proposed rule reflects the clari-
fications by the ICRP (see Section !!B.) regarding the usage of '
the 0.1-res and 0.5 res recomended dose levels. This change-
does not represent a riajor change from the proposed rule. Many
comenters had indicated a belief that, because of the reporting
and control requirements associated with the 0.1-rem ' reference
level,* it already represented a de facto limit.

STATEMENT 48 ENCLOSURE 3
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Demonstration of compliance with the limits in 40 CFP Part |
190 or with the design objectivas of Appendix ! to 10 CFR Part |

50 will be deemed to demonstrate compliance with the 0.1 rem

dcse limit for most licensed f acilities. [ Power reactor ,

licensees that comply with Appendix ! may have to also demon.
strate that they are also within the 0.025-rem limit in 40 CFR

Part190.KDemong,rationofcompliancewiththelimitsof40 ,,
,

,

CFR Part 190 will,be considered to demonstrate compliance with
the 0.1-rem limit. For uranium mills, it will be necessary to
show that the dose from radon and its daughters, when added to
the dose calculated for 40 CFR Part 190 compliance, does not

exceed 0.1 rem.

Inclusion of doses from other licensed or unlicensed radia-
'

tion sources. Many connenters expressed an opinion that the

dose should not be all inclusive and should not include fallout
from nuclear weapons tests, transportation of radioactive
material, or other source of radiation 90t under the control of
the licensee.

.

Response: The new lower dose Ifmit for members of the

general public (which was described as a ' reference level" in ,

'

the proposed rule) applies only to doses frca radiation and
radioactive materials under the licensee's control. The EPA
generally-applicable environmental radiation limit for nuclear
power operations (40 CFR Part 190) does apply to the total dose
from all sources within the uranium fuel cycle. However, in its
practical implementation, the sources would have to be located

within a few miles of each other for the combined dose contri-
butions to be significantly different than the dose from either
facility alone.

Differentiation of limits for long. term operation and for
shorter term transient operation. A nunter of consnenters noted

STATEllENT 49 ENCLOSURE 3
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external monitoring requirements. The Comission acknowledges

that, in some cases, particularly bicassay m*asurements of
transuranic elements, it may not be feasible to tctually confirm
such levels by bicassay. However, the monitoring threshold is
not a requirement on the capability of the measurement. Average
airborne racionuclide concentrations and the expected time of

, exposure can be used to estimate radionuclide intakes and the
need for bionstay or other monitoring methods.

The Comission intends to issue additional guidance on

procedures to be used in estimating comitted effective dose
touivalents and deep dese eouivalents and guidance on when they

have to be sumed.

Evaluation of radionuclide intakes for respirator wearers. .-

Several commenters mentioned that m n - t S r"""- A
internal dose monitoring, such as bioassays, shoulgot be[JX

!
r;;eh ;f ;,ijrespiratory protection device ( The rationale

X' A
-'given by the commentors was that the requirement provides a

8' W negative incentive for using respirators and is, therefore,
counter to ALARA operating practices.

'

Response: Therequirement(ini20.602(b)(3))for .

bicassays for anyone using respiratory protection has been'

cropped. The Comission agrees that such a requirement might be
a disincentive for using respirators as part of an ALARA effort.
Thereis,however,arequirement(ini20,703)forbioassaysto
be conducted, as appropriate, as part of a respiratory

,

protection program. Whether bioassays are necessary for 4 -
particular individual will depend upon whether that individual

could have exceeded 105 of the Annual Limit on Intake (ALI) or.
was exposed in airborne radionuclide concentrations in excess of
the monitoring threshold. . An evaluation of internal dose would
be required-if there were a potential for exceeding 10 percent
of an Annual Limit on intake (0.1 ALI), whether or not a

respirator is worn.

,

utiturNT- 57 ENCLOSURE 3
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[ Note: 4 the requirement for performing bicassays for a /

particular individual has been separated from the wearing of a
respirator, the concentrations to be used for evaluating
monitoring thresholds are those of the ambient atmosphere before
credit is taken for respiratory protective factors. One of the
purposes of such biosssays is to confirm the effectiveness of IW
the respiratory protection being provided.'If bioassey were

'madedependentuponthecorrectedairconcentration(after
dividing by the protection f actor), it would be equivalent to
assuming that the intended protection factor were correct

withoutfurtherverification.)

Subpart G Control of Exposure from External Scurces ,,

in Restricted Areas

il 20.001, 20.602, and 20.603 Control of Access to High and
Very High Radiation Areas

inapplicability of requirements to nuclear power reactors,
tiany commenters indicated that the proposed requirements for
control of entry into very high radiation areas could not be
applied to nuclear power reactors because of the number and size
of potential *very high radiation areas' and the physical
inability to restrict access to these areas. Similarly, inter.
locks that can result in the withdrawal or cessation of the
radiation source may be unworkable in nuclear power reactors.
Severs) commenters proposed incorporating requirements for power

reacto'rtechnicalspecifir.ations$g1,igs,econditionsin
reactors that are similar to reacto

The Commission recognizes

thatthedetailedrequirementsapplicpbytolargeirradiators
that were formerly in i 20.203(c)(6) wo W be L ;; # in a spect- y
fic regulation dealing with these facilities rather than in
Part 20.

STATEPEr' $8 ENCLOS'JRE 3
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Choice of Dose Rate Defining a 'Very high Radiation Area.
Several consnenters believed that the 500 rad per hour dose rate-

that defines a "very high radiation area" was too high, noting
the proximity of this value to the median lethal dose (LD50) for
acute radiation exposures. Alternative values, such as 1 rem
per hour at 30 centimeters, were proposed.

Response: The seriousness of this dose rate was a factor ..

in its adoption. The 500 rad per hour value appears in the pre-
vious 10 CFR 20,203(c)(6) as a criterion for additional access
controls for irradiators (similar in scope to the requirements
ofi20.603inthefinalrule). However, the previous Part 20
did ret use a unique designation such as the "very high
radiation area" designation used in the proposed and revised

Xrules.

f

Meaning of " direct surveillance". Several connenters
thought'that the term " direct surveillance" used in the proposed
i 20.f01 could be interpreted to require stationing an observer
at the entrance to the 'high' or "very high" radiation areas.

|[
i

Response: The final rule. permits "... continuous direct or
electronic surwillance over a high radiation area that is
espable of preventing unauthorized entry..." This removes the

burden of having to station a person in or near a ' radiation~

area," but requires interlocks or electronic locks'so that the
remotely located observer may prevent entry into the area when

|
necessary.
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I 20.901 Caution Signs

Black should be permitted 95 an acceptable color for the
raciation warhing symbol. Several comenters requested that the
color black should also be allowed to be used on signs and for
stenciling packages. The f ading of magenta inks in sunlight and

,the use of black for marking international shipments were citad
as supporting this position.

Reponse: The Comission believes that the *magneta.on ye1
low' color scheme has provided a visible and unique warning of
possible radiation hazards. The fading of the magenta color can
be remedied by replacing the sign at a relatively low cost.
However, an exception to the color requirement has been made for
certain high temperature applications. ..

Final Rule. This section is the same as in the proposed

rule.

( 20.902 Posting Requirements

The terms ' Caution * and " Danger" are not used consistently.
Cosenters noted that * Caution' or ' Danger' could be used on

sigrs for ' Radiation Areas,' 'High Radiation Areas," and "Very
liigh Radiation Areas' despite the considerable variation in the
hazards that might exist in these different areas.

M
Response /FinalRule The Comission agrees that the [

terms ' Caution" and " Danger' should be used in a more consistent
manner. The final rule permits only the term ' Caution' to be
used in " Radiation Areas ' ' Caution' or " Danger * may be used in

'High Radiation Areas,' since these cover the considerable range
from 0.1 rem per hour to over 500 rads per hour. ~0nly ' Grave f'

| Danger" may be used in "Very High Radiation Areas.* This should
! provide more emphasis to the use of ' Danger," the importance of

I
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intent of "in attendance" would be satisfied by a duty nurse at
a nursing station, providing that the station was in sight of
the entrance to the patient's room,

,

i 20.904 Labeling Containers

.

There is no way to meet the requirement to label contain-
ers in some nuclear power plants or in hot cells. 'It is

difficult to mark the detailed information on a container in
some areas of a plant or in hot cells.

Response: Stetion 20.905 contains exceptions to the

labeling requirements which take care of the problem noted by
/

the connentor. ,,

Note: For the purpose of this section, " Mixed Fission
Products" and " fission and Activation Products' may be regarded
as radionuclides, provided that the total activity ic also spec-
ified. Designations as to the process stream or location
sampled or type of sample (e.g., " primary coolant") may also be
helpful as an additional designation of the potential hazard,

a

i 20.905 Exemptions to Labeling Requirements

The proposed rule deletes some prior exceptions to labeling.
The proposed rule omits existing exemptions for packages
containing only exempt quantities and those containing less than

[10 mci or less of tritium, 1-125,.C-14 and S-35.
J

p

MResponse: While-these sources pose 'little external hazard
from ganna radiation, the quantities could be a potential s#Y,,[
internal hazard if the package were ruptured and the contents
were released. Consequently, some warning remains appropriate. #;r)

(
1 @ The proposed rule omitted the existing exemption from labeling /*

N} s.* pa
p#1
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for osckages labelled for shipmtnt in accord with DOT
requirements, g '

(& ffs
Final Rule. Th 8 exemption has been restored because the ' .F 4

"
Commission agrees that the DOT l'absting isgu{ficien$ tp. denote

[(I ' 'the presence of radicactive materials and that quantities notg

requiringDOTlabelswouldprobablynotw)arrantanNRClabelling' requirement. ( s a 61 c. V 0 C C d)- I

i 20.906 procedures for Handling packages

The requirement to monitor all packages is unnecessary.
The requirement to monitor all incoming packages containing
radioactive materials is unnecessary and in large installations

,,

creates a substantial monitoring burden.

Response: This requirement has been reevaluated and

modified in order to reduce the burden.

Final Pule. Section 20.906 in the final rule requires in-
coming packages to be monitored when: (1)theyarelabelledas
containing radioactive materials according to 00T regulations, ,

,

or (2) when a package is damaged or leaking. The first provis-
ion would reinstate the exemption from monitoring for shipments
of small quantities of radioactive materials that would not re-

'

quire DOT labelling.

L

; The requirement to survey external surfaces of packages is
unnecessary. Several consnenters with extensive experienc3 moni.

L
toring packages noted that external contamination was rarely if

'

( ever present and that wipe tests are time consuming both to make

the smears and to count them.

Response: Experience in the shipment of multiple thousands
of packages each year has been very good. However, potential

STATEMENT 70 ENCLOSURE 3
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; prob 1 ems with leaking packages during transit warrant continued
I

'

monitoring upon receipt to assure that leaking packages are.

found and reported. Apprcpriate action can then be taken to
NuA L kVLC determine the extent of contamination in transport vehicles and

g x 99.a d 4 storage areas in order to limit the consequences and avoid

r M 4d recurrence.
: ale d e W - yt.

h c iik~
"'

g ,4,4 Therequirementtomonitorpackage{withinthreehoursisunwar- /

A. ,4.j rented. This requirement would be difficult to meet for several%
types of licensees, some of which do not have a full time health
ohysics staff person.

Response: Licensees receiving labelled packages of;

O
sf radioactive materials to which this requirement applies are-

q expected to have available persons who are qualified to perform
- 1, 3 such monitortng. However, the person monitoring the package

,,

-

qO' need no', be a board certified health physicist.

Final Rule. The three hour period has been retained.

Subpart K Waste Disposal

i 20.1001 General Requirements

Decay in storage as a disposal on"on. Many comenters

| noted favorably the addition of 'dec . storage" as an allowed

| waste disposal option. Several comensers, however, did not

j believe that the option, as expressed in the proposed-rule, was
particularly helpful.

Response: Technically, the ' decay in storape" option has
always been available to a' licensee 45 the license permitted
possession of the radioactive materials and these materials
naturally underwent radioactive decay. The option was formally
included in the proposed and final rules because the list of
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disposal options 's exclusive and there have been questions as
to whether this was allowed under the prior regulations. It

should be noted that this option does not allow material that
has ' decayed in storage" to be released to unrestricted areas
unless it meets the requirements of one of the other allewed
forms of waste disposal in part 20 or specific requirements

,given in NRC or Agreement State license conditions.
,

.

The NRC staff considered adding a separate *DisKsal by
Decay in Storage'' option with specific criteria for unresPicted
release of material after decay. These criteria are comonly g
included ( - --- --- byproduct material licenses. Towever, . y.

p2these criteria pertain to relatively short-lived rerfonoclides g
and would not have been applicable to other classes of licenses
such as those to operate power reactorsj Also, whan evt.luated

,'

for a specific licensed activity, it is possible to consider
existing pathways of exposure and to establish specific criteria
for decay.

General c iteria in a rule would need to be sufficiently
conservative to take into account all reasonably conceivable
pathways, thereby reducing the appliable level from what would X
be permitted in a case by-case evaluation,

p#
f,e b e 4._

i 20.1003 Disposal by Release into Sanitary Sewerage

Removal of Allowance for Disposal of "Dispersible Waste )c

A number of comenters felt that the restriction of wastes
released to sanitary sewers to soluble wastes would have an

'

adverse impact on certain licensees that, under the previous
rule, had disposed of "dispersible" but insoluble radioactive
materials. In particular, the practice was mentioned of
grinding up animal carcasses with subsequent sewer disposal of
the ground residue. This practice is permitted by the previous
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Part 20 but would not have been permitted under the proposed

rule.
L p AJA i

Response: The connission has relaxed the conditions 1- th:2 X
pr:;;;.; ,vi/for disposal of radioactive wastes into sanitary
sewer systems so that "dispersible biological materials" may

'
, continue to be disposed of by release to sanitary sewers. This
means of disposal is advantageous compared with other alterna-
tives for disposal of this type of biological material.

The rationale for the reduction in the limits for sewer disposal
is r.Ct eq.lained. The concentration lim *ts,for radionuclides
ralHsee to saHtiry sewer systems in the proposed rule have
been reduced by a factor of 10 from the former rule. This

..

reduction did not appear to take into account tiie dilution
afforded from multiple users of the sewer system. Comenters
indicated that they thought that this reduction would increase
the amount of material that would have to be disposed of via a

la -level radioactive waste burial site and could result in
increased radiation doses to workers having to package this

material.

Response: The NRC has underway a study of the dose path-
4

ways associated with disposal of radioactive materials via sani-
tary sewers. This study will help clarify the potential for
human exposure.

gaf
rs that41schargef Y1The assumption noted by many coasne

into sanitary sewer systems are not L STis not necessarily X
true, because water in large lake or river systems may be
recycled. The' dilution afforded by having multiple users of a
sewer system can be offset in part because there can also be

~

several users that discharge radioactive wastes into the same
-

sewer system. . The revised Part 20 rule allows a factor 'af 10
higher concentration limit for discharges into sanitary sewerage ,
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than for other liquid effluent releases of radioactive
materials.

The exemption on disposal of human excreta should be

removed. Hospitals should have to comply with the same regula-

tions as other licensees.

.

Response: Disposal into a sanitary sewer system (which was
designed specifically to handle this type of waste) is the

^

preferred method of disposal because of the other health
'considerations in handling human excreta in addition to

radiation protection.

I 20.1004 Treatment or Disposal by incineration.
..

Relaxation of specific NRC author 1 ration for incineration.
A number of comments questioned the need for the existing requi-
rement that incineration of radioactive materials requires

:

specific prior NRC approval (except for small quantities of
tritium and carbon-14 which are specifically exempted).- These

coments noted that the source of the released material (from an
incinerator stack or from a fume hood vent) should not be the ,

basis of requiring specific prior NRC approval of incineration '
'lfA

3 .cu,W 1 ,. ..~7-; % Mwhile permitting general effluent releases. ,,ev .$ . 4- (

,W"'fr. u -br
Response: Relaxation of the pr or approval requirement for

;

| incineration was considered in conn etion with the revision of
Part.20. The requirement for prio NRC approval of incineration y

remains in revised Part 20 because # (1) e e rt:inti;; *
,,,,J:[the suitablility of MincineratorfN n e et *
,y;; 7 ..ii,7 Juivo8to safely dispose of hazardous materials Ax

to provide ade lovereffluentactivitylevels;(2) f

t;;=dthe[a'gtecontrothe material to be burned rea = =m

t ,ure o <

cyu.;Jn .L;/ in,4 sot ic composition and activity; and (3) be-1

"-5 - "Q 9c:;.:: -e ; ' t5::: in:!-- str: e- be '^n ted 4a
6. *v x *3 ,. .w.C. 4J4'4, ' a4 y g...<,
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Speci l calculational methods .;, m , y. S;; : em: ;$;;>.

I
;;;;;;;fSeo o te E;;;i; le;;;;d ;;;r th;;; f;;i"ti:: ;r:

% a - e...e . .,a 5 j
- . . . . . e y , . ,,, , . W s,t cJ m % ?<.r,.~h)e, ,ysas. e,n a q e
ds k +-6-,

i 20.2005 Disposal of Specific Wastes

.

There should be a definition of ALARA for solid wastes. M
Many commenters suggested the need for ALARA or exempt

quantities of radioactive material in solid wastes so that very
low-level solid wastes could be disposed of without regard to
their radioactivfty.

M
I bgJ useful an has '.-.. . . . . . . .

p sy nkL~i a ' * 4"d"$
__._._,

vs 1 m nJ A.t.L c ~.1k.t,y.f^.
._ _ . _ _ . . . . , . _ , -

I
A h* * M. ' W6k r4l... Iust. ;r..l... #, .* .~ts .

..t.,. Gm . ~u,. - r., w .m . ,
k.A. . ., - - mm cL - , . c-J., ,t ,w

* .. u ... m .x. .,,nu
i 20.1007 Compliance,w th Eriv',irMmental and F alth Protection

.

Regulations

final rule. This section has a counterpart in the present
.Part20andintheproposedrule(520.1005), that meeting Part

.

20 requirements does not remove the responsibility of licensees,

.
.

7* whendisposingoflgsedradioactivematerials,frommeeting
the requirecents of 4pplicable Federal State, and local yMeM[ '-

f r.a.L a.en- d. '. = t gulapiopsM 4
',' _,' ~ *....'- - - - ' _get;;M;;"re y

,w_i - - -L m ---_ qp
f . ~ ' ,_.', , y - " nng , _ e =- _

, ?~.L. 3y,
PY Jh.;1 NM.4The warning in the final rule nas Deen K

expanded to cover all methods of waste disposal. This section
of the role-Is advisory and[is not intended to imply that NRC K

'

will take enforcement action for violations of other ~
;m;fre.; ate'petecti:[regulationsissuedunderstatutesother yn
than the Atomic Energy Act.
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Response: The Commission agrees that such levels would be
useful and has developed a policy statement regarding levels of
dose and risk that can be used to determine that specific
practices involve radiation hazards that are Below Regulatory
Concern (BRC). The BRC policy statement provides a comprehensive
policy that will establish a disciplined and consistent framework
for all future Commission exemption decisions.- The scope
includes potential application to rulemaking or licensing actions
for disposal of slightly contaminated solid radioactive wastes.
The Commission is developing a program for implementing the BRC
policy separate froa this Part 20 rulemaking.

(Note that this rewrite does not commit to rulemaking on wastes
and defers to the-program being prepared by staff for Commission
approval.)
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Subpart L - Records

Standardization of record retention requirements.'

Final Rule. Records directly-pertaining to doses received
byindividuals/effluentsreleasedtothegeneralenvironment,# 4V '' /
are to be- kept until the "Comission terminstes each pertinent
license requiring the record." Other record retention require-
ments in this subpart generally have ';een modified to be for
'three years after the record is made." This change is in
conformance with the final rule published in effective form in
the _ Federal Register cf May ?7,1988 (53 FR 19240) on record
retention requirements for other parts of the NRC regulations.
This provides for consistent record retention requirements
throughout Chapter i of Title 10 of the Oode of Federal

..

Regulations.

I 20.1101 General Requirements

The units used in records should be limited to those com-
j

monly in use: the rad, the rem and the curie. Some comenters
thought that the use of SI units (gray, sievert and becquerel)

cpd77pj(I should not be allowed.

5%fa g $F %y%?A
p

A eeg*he di3cussion of this topic under i 20.4 yS tResponse:
*

Units

$ 20.1102. Records of Radiation Protection Programs

|
Added implementation burden associated with requirements

for formal radiation programs. A number of consnenters thought
that the requirement to have a formal ALARA program would. result
in substantial increased costs due to additional recordkeeping,
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=: N rocedural requirements 9and M uality assurance y4

reovirements.

Response: As discussed under i 20.101, these provisions
n n

have been modified to cLgMy ;he ALARA as one part of a v
licensee's radiation protection program. The adoption of

, requirements for licensees to have a formal radiation protection

programwasnotintendedtohavelargeig'lementationcosts.
#

Much of the cost associated with this section in the proposed y

rule was a result of the ALARA documentation requirements.

These recordkeeping requirements have been reduced in the final

rui cut %*3 &*WAMW'. MAc d' "''42
pp)ehp.s . s, e .km w, .uf h. Ausdoc p.W-,,,y sa M t IW p J >g

y , .~. , .t .

The recordkeeping burden for small licensees requires a
,,

comitment of resources that is not commensurate with the risk,
(inSectionXXXVIoftheproposedrule(51FR1121-1122),NRC
specifically requested connents on the magnitude of the impact
of the proposed rule on small licensees and requested sugges-
tions on how these impacts could be reduced.) Quite a few
comenters expressed their belief that the proposed rule will
require more extensive monitoring and-recordkeeping efforts than
were required by the existing Part 20. Several connenters
suggested that the NRC explore possible exemptions or exclusions

| for academic licensees and other users of small quantities of
licensed material. Other connenters expressed the view that the

protection of public health for both the worker and the general
public should be the same regardless of the size or economic

| resources of the licensee.

Response: Because of the changes reduce cordkeeping X

burden discussed in response to the preceking comment and )(
because the basic requirement in i 20.101 calls for effort "...
comensurate with the scope and extent of licensed activities

... ghgCgsgas n,ogde further exemptions or exclu-"'

sions)forcertaintypesofifcensees. g
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i E.'1104- Determination of Prior Occupational Dose
<

tedical and academic licensees would have difficulty in |

complying with the requirement to determine prior exposures.
The transitory nature of personnel in these facilities would
make meeting these requirements very costly. 00ses to employees

are small fractions of the limits 4.so that_such costs would be x
' difficult to justify, t

Response: The requirement to determine dose received in
the current year implements the annual dose limits. The
requirement to attempt to obtain records of lifetime cumulative ,

doses follows one of the provisions of the guidance to Federal
agenciesonoccupationalradiationprotection.[Determinationof # '

[ prior doses received during planned special exposures or doses
in excess of the annual limits are required only for workers who . **
will be used in planned special exposures. -09: ANforts to' /

.

' obtain prior exposure histories are only required for workers j j,

whoarerequiredtobemonitoredunderi20.502.}

The recording of " fictitious" radiation doses should be'
avoided. The present and proposed rules state:that, when infor-
mation:is not available regarding the-dose received for a spe-
cific period, the licensee should assume that the dose received
was at the dose limit. Several commenters thought that this was t

-inappropriate. Some consienters mentioned that this practice ,

might be non-conservative as it would tend to overestimate the-
|

L
dose used in any epidemiological studies of radiation effects,

/thereby resulting in an underestimate of the risk associated
| _ A pL,< M with a unit radiation dose g

g , n J t a.< < !d h
-

t. ~W
/"tMdi4 44* Response and Final Rule: The final rule has been modified
?rkJ f <L e-ply. so that it does not require any assuwd dose value to be record- /

,

o O cw gj

.

1"y, ed in case of incomplete prior dose his' ries. Only the lack of
*** * J . -data must be recorded for periods where there is no information,

,

h (179
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Howe er, for the current year, where there are missing data, an
assumption is to be made, for establishing administrative con-
trols, that the portion of the dose limit remaining for the cur-
rent year is reduced by 1.25 rems for each calendar quarter for
which information is missing.3v'The licensee must note the

ence of this information on the employee's record, but should
not enter the assumed dose value as part of the employee's

- ,

permanent dose record.

Ther nou be a qu erly li oc work

0(4wh re s have be eceiv rom ormer m

0.5 m dos . ght b appropri e for is pu ose.-

,k;;;n;;. A; di;;.;;;d . Lum , Um .. inia; :lk .Li/
era dese wer!d M 5 r: : h;; 1.2; ,;.;.; ti;;.;; the au;s;r of *
-quer+are #^' " :$ th;re er, ne ycter det:f The values for

"

other limits, such as shallow dose equivalent or eye dose
equivalent, should be similarly provMed.

,

If data were missing for all four quarters (employment com- ,

mencedlateinthefourthcalendarquarter),.thena0.5-remdose
liniit would be applicable for-the total effective dose equiva-
lent limit. (This value is the i 20.502 monitoring threshold.)

'

.

|

5 20.1105 Records- of Planned Special Exposures

See discussion under i 20.1204

l_20.1106 Records of Individual Monitoring Results
.

NRC should not require reporting or recording of cumulative
dose. A number of comenters noted that the ICRP system of' dose -
limitation is based [as one of tne principles] on controlling *

_
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annuai doses. Consequently, they questioned the need for

recording cumulative doses.

.

Response: Although the connenters are correct that there
is no longer a cumulative dose restriction in Part 20 (such as
the former 5(N - 18) formula), the Federal Guidance on Occupa-

, tional Exposure (See Section IIO.) contains a recomendation
that cumulative dose records be maintained and provided to the

worker. 5 ??.1106(5) = O rr i n .c,L. i 00. R 01. * y

The recordkeeping requirement in the proposed

! 20.1106(d)(2) would require that all records begin at the'

beginning of a calendar year. This would create an unnecessary
hardship on dosimeter processors as they could not stagger the
dosimeter changeover schedules to provide a more unifonn work-

..

load distribution.

Response and Final Rule: The term " year" replaces the term /
" calendar year" in i 20.3 and pennits the licensee to define the
year to begin anytime in January. A licensee may change the
starting date, provided that the change is made at the beginning
of the year and provided that no day is omitted and no day is
included twice in consecutive years. ,

,

The requirement in i 20.1106(e) for each licensee to keep a
copy of the dosimeter processor's accreditation certificate cre-
ates an undue burden on coamercial processors. Connercial desi-

meter processors would have to print and distribute thousands of
their certificates so that each user had a copy.

Response: The proposed tvle contained a requirement for
the licensee to maintain a copy of the dosimetry processing ac-
creditation certificate issued to the processor providing dosi-
metry services to the licensee. This requirement, which was in
the proposed dosimetry accreditation rule, was considered
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The problem of dual employment is more of a problem when
the employee has not confided in the employer, The licensee is
required to ascertain the employment and dose record for the

current year for new employees (i 20.1104). If the employee

deliberately falsifies this information, the licensee would not
know of concurrent employment and the licensee would not be

, enalized for ecmbined doses from both employers that exceededp

the dose limits. If a current employee takes on additional out-
side radiation work without informing the employer, again, the
employer should riot be penalized. It should be noted that,
under the new reporting reouirements in i 20.1206, individual

p dose records will be required to be submitted to the NRC for all

If - workers for those categories of licensees formerly subject to
i20.407,includingnuclearpowerreactor[ licensees.jhese xig

/['i S grerWds may provide a means of detecting some " moonlighting" M . k-
-

*^*M ' M
f l employees. ..t I. w .s

p)ptv g Q -- -
_ _ , . -

c A is
W '"] '

r S?' 2
Final Rule. Section 20.1106 has been modified in order to >

separate the requirement for keeping a record from the format of
- the record. A clarification has been added that the dose infor-

mation on an embryo / fetus be kept with the mother's dose recordo
ed ;;d:d by th: ::ther's Secte' Smrf t; A;;;=t "M:r. ' e- h s - A

!b. :

i 20.1107 Records of Dose to Individual Members of the Public

Reporting requirements for exceeding " Reference Levels."
The proposed rule contained requirements for reporting exposures

in excess of the " Reference Levels" for doses to members of the
general public. Many commenters thought that this was excessive
because this was not an actual regulatory limit.

Response: The 100-millirem per year " Reference Level" for
doses to members of the general public has become the actual
liniit so that the associated recording and reporting require-

i ments new pertain to a bena fide regulatory dose limit.
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Final Rule. Section 20.1107 has been broadened in scope /

from " effluents" to pertain to records of all estimates of doses
received by individual members of the public., his shift in em.
phasis does not imply any' lessening of requir nts for keepino

adequate records of effluents released to nrestricted areas.
k

I% w~ die f fp.u nfWi
,u.< dh N,s,Sp% d[hp A W,

i 20.1108 Records of Waste Disposal e

&& J"
Final Rule. Section 20.1108 is unchanged from the proposed

rule.

i 20.1109 Records of Testing Entry Control Devices for Very
High Radiation Areas.

.

Final Rule. Section 20.1109 contains an addition to the ,

proposed rule for keeping records of tests of entry control
devices for very high radiation areas. This addition is based
upon a requirement in i 20.203(c)(6) of present part 20. h

t.20.1110 Form of Records

NRC should allow computerized recordkeeping systems to
handle records. A few licensees suggested that NRC allow
" electronic" recordkeeping systems and provide guidance for

! their use.
t

| Response: The Cosmission aprees that there is great value-'

in the use of " electronic media." There are a growing. number of
licensees that are using_ computer information networks for

L retaining and transmitting radiation-dose histories and other
worker-related information among different facilities.

L
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spec'ified period, such as 7 days, should be permitted before a
'

lost" source would have to be reported to the NRC."

Response: The rule contains two notification requirements:
the one for immediate notification only pertains to those sour-
ces that could produce substantial exposures. The second
notification require'nent pertains to sources that exceed 10

,

times the activity levels in Appendix C and that are still miss-
'ing at that time. This provides a " grace period" of 30 days for

reporting the loss of most sources.

! 20.1202 Notification of Incidents

The requirements for innediate notification of NRC are too

low. Some commenters thought that the doses associated with the *

requirements for innediate reporting to NRC (five times the re-
spective annual limits) would not produce any discernible harm.
ful effects to the individual to warrant immediate reporting.

Response: Doses of the order of 25 rems (F times the 5-rem
annni dose limit) can produce discernible biological effects in
the orm of chromosome aberrations and changes in the white

'

blood cell populations. Although the majority of these effects -
are temporary, they could be discernyd. However, irrespective
ofthepotertialfordiscernibleeffects,dosesattheselevels )(
represent a major breakdown on the licensee's control over-the
radioactive material, and the Comission believes that it is
important that NRC be promptly notified so that it can take 3.''!actions, if necessary, to limit further consequences.

_

g.%
Final Rule. The final rule p:rpetne the previous

reporting requirement.
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" ere is no requirement for reporting doses in excess ofTh

the limit for the embryo-fetus There is no requirement for re-
porting doses that exceed the limit for protection of the-
embryo / fetus in i 20,208,

2

Response: A requirement has been added to the final rule 4 y~

, M i 20.1203(a)(iii) [ .
v

The identifiers required in i 20.1203(b)(2) for the embryo-
fetus should be-those of the mother. As tho fetus has no date-
of-birth and-no social security account number, those of the'
mother should be used.

Response and Final Rule: A footnote to this effect has /
'

been added to 6 20.1203.

Reports of exceeding the 0.1-rem " reference level" should t

not be required. -A number of commenters noted that the 0.1-rem
" reference level" was not a limit and, therefore, exceeding it ,

should not necessitate a report to the NRC.

Response: As~a reselt of changes in the ICRP interpre-
tation of the 0.1-rem level and the former 0.5-rem dose limit,
the 0.1-rem level is now the reconnended limit for exposure of
the general public (individuals in unrestricted: areas). Conse-
-quently. 0.1-rem is the primary limit applicable to members of
the general public and reports are justified when.it is /
exceeded. 4

Smaller licensees, such as nuclear medicine facilities,
should be exempted from the reporting requirements of i 20.1203.
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spec'ial exposures is shorter than the 30-day period usually
'

allowed for similar reports.

Response: The reporting period of a planned special
exposure has been increased from 15 days to 30 days to be more

#
consistent with other reporting requirements.

1 rY
,f0) i 20.1206 Reports of Individual Monitoring

Could the requirement for reporting of. individual exposures
be construed as an invasion of privacy? Some comenters

'

believed that requiring the reporting of individual doses rather
than a statistical sumary might constitute an invasion of
personal privacy.

.

Response: The Comission does not believe that submission y
of individual' dose data' constitutes an invasion of privacy.
Such data has been reported to the NRC routinely in the gtf 'h *
termination reports for some time. Such information will be A $f.A
restricted, as it has in the past, to use by NRC officials, NRC ,p r["',
contractors, or by qualified scientific investigators. Instruc- tb

#

tions on protecting this information appear. in i 20.1106(d).

If the radiation exposure data is collected into a central
repository, would the NRC be the p oper place for it? .One com-

! menter felt that the radiation exposure data might be better.
|- maintained by an agency whose charter encompasses the analysis

of the data for estimates of risk.
:
I

! -Response: Arguments might be made for other agencies-
having the lead role in the storage and analysis of this data;

|

however, it is the NRC that has the statutory authority to
require that this data be collected. Although the part 20
rMordkeeping requirements are intended primarily to fulfill
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sugg'e'sted that all licensees be required to submit an annual
report to NRC on each monitored individual.

Response: The reporting of individual monitoring data will
help track doses to individuals who are exposed at several
facilities during any given year and whose total dose would be

, underreported by statistical reports prepared at each work site.
Such information is only shown at the present time by analysis
of the termination reports.

@9g@\Licensees required to file both annual statistical

sumaries and termination reports with the NRC will, instead,
submit annual dose reports to NRC for all workers for whom moni-
toring was required under i 20'.502. A copy of the annual report
to NRC could also be given to the individual worker in order to
satisfy the revised reporting requirement in i 19.13 of 10 CFR *

Part 19. Although this may entail some additional burden to .

licensees, the use of " electronic media" for recordkeeping might
in fact reduce overall costs. It is intended that large
aployers(suchasnuclearpowerreactorlicensees)wouldsubmit

an electronic copy of their dose reports in a prescribed format
to the NRC in lieu of paper copies of individual records.

- The Comission has decided not to require pre-approval of
planned special exposure. This is, in the Connission's view,

d wee s/
'F & consistent with the Federal guidance 6e4 etailed requirements Kd

h, are prescribed in Part 20 for the use of planned special
exposures.

-

l_20.1301 Applications for Exemptions

NRC should make the itsuance of exemptions a matter of

public record. Several commenters felt that the issuance of any
exemptions under this section should require puolic notice and
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ccmAnt. The EPA stated that exemptions could adversely affect g
its ability to control radionuclides under the Safe Drinking .

Water Act.

N
h,-

Response: The NRC has issued few exemptions under this

longstanding provision and has not exempted anyone from the dose

(> b { limits for a worker or for a member o,f ge pualie. M A ,
_ a u. u*. y7- t_ .tk-n. * A- t - ..+ - n y(9

^

.

' .p y@, n.M g y . , 5 , c _ .. A a t J f L - a w W-

l
.

App 6ndix A

The protection factor for air-purifying respirators with'

particulate elements is too low. The listed protection factor
for air-purifying respirators with particulate filters is 50,

'

whereas both ANSI Z88.2 and the OSHA regulations in 29 CFR 134

use 100.

Response: The NRC never endorsed ANSI Z88.2-1980, whereas /

the OSHA regulations generally follow ANSI standards. The cur-
rentNRC-allowedprotectionfactors(PF)arebaseduponresearch
coriducted by the Los Alamos National- Laboratory (LANL). These
recommendations included a PF of 50 for full face respirators,
based on experimental data on actual testing of personnel using
respirators under carefully controlled conditions. In actual|

use, there is essentially no difference between a PF of 50
versus a PF of 100, so that there should be little or no real

;

| impact on field use of respirators or on operations at nuclear
facilities that would result from using the higher' protection

factor.
.

Several respiratory equipment specifications in Appendix A

| should be applicable only for areas that are "insnediately
dangerous to life and health." Footnotes "h" and "i" contain

specifications for air flow rates and flow calibration and a
,
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Concentration limits for tritium omit chemical form: other
than for tritiated water vapor.

Response: As there is expected to be no occupational
intake via oral ingestion, and most of the organic forms are not
volatile, different intake limits would apply to hydrogen gas

(HT or T ) and HTO. TheHTorT2gasisrapidlyconvertedtoi2.

HTO by exchange and oxidation so that specifying a submersion
dose limit for HT would understate the actual radiological
impact. Comparison with other derived limits for other chemical
forms shows that the use of the concentration limits for HTO
provides an adequate level of protection for most of the other

#
chemical forms.

,

No concentration limits are listed for natural thorium.
There are limits for natural uranium, but corresponding concen-
tration limits for natural thorium are not given. The isotopic
composition of thorium can vary somewhat with different ores and
with different times after chemical separations.

I

g o u,, g e e4
'

A jse the thorium-232 value, or if a more precise Xb. Response: i

( value is desired, d the procedure for mixtures in Appendix B .

,

L applied to the actual isotopic concentrations present.-

|

The derived air concentrations for the general public are
not always 0.1 times the occupational values.

Response: The limits for the general public are calculated
solely from the stochastic risks.f This differs from ICRP, which
would use a " capping" organ dose limit of 5 rems (0.1 x the non-
stochastic limit of 50-rem) in deriving the organ dose limit for

|

organs that are limited by the non-stochastic risk. The thres-
hold for non-stochastic effects for the worker at 50 rems would
also apply to a member of the public. Rather than applying a
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factoS of ten reduction, the limiting stochastic (effective)
dose was used-to calculate the concentration limits for the
general public. Values are not based on the non stochastic risk
for merters of the public, even if they were the basis for the
calculation of the DACs and AL!s for the worker.

.

Appendix C

&
The reduction from 100 i to 0.001 anti for thorium values v

X
will

require posting of areas where thoriated-nickel machine parts are used.

Response On the basis of specific activity con-p

9/ , ,p.) - siderations,theexisting100,kilimithasbeenretainedfor
.

9 '

%' fcle long-lived radionuclides (half-lives longer than 10 years),
#

C,o , p1C such as thorium-232, which would require a considerabJp ' mass of
material to produce the stated activity level,

$y, 'vig
v'7 li'$c;sv 3 5

g.[ ~AppendixE[ Reserved] .

Final Rule. The calculational ~ guidelines and equations

that appeared in Appendix E will be incorporated into a
Regulatory Guide. This will make it easier to revise arid
clarify the calculational methods without having to resort to

|
formal rulemaking. (Note: NRC routinely issues Regulatory Guides
forpubliccommentbeforemakingthemfinal.)

y

!!_

Appendix F
,

L

|
Note: Appendix F is derived directly from requirements

inserted by the Part 61 rulemaking proceeding on low-level
radioactive waste disposal sites. Because these requirements

|
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are 'r'elatively recent, they were not At:t:sti:1'I,modifiedin

fXthe Part 20 revision. A c,._u, ci .y (
'b 15< % f t ~ p. t . w . 6,*3 M M }b u M 47mo .i

aQ M fa to e.%
I

Appendix G .

1

No coments on Appendix G were received.
.

VII. Conforming Amendments

Accompanying the revised rule are amendments to other

parts of Chapter I which update citations to 10 CFR Part 20
that are found in these other regulations. Two amendments
are particularly important as they go beyond updating cross-
reference citations. One amendment to 10 CFR Part 2 updates

and modifies the severity levels associated with violations *

of 10 CFR Part 20. Because these changes were not contained

in the proposed Part 20, rule there has been no prior opportun-
ity for public comment. Although these modif1 cations are
being issued in final form with the same effective date as
the Part 20 rule, public comments may be submitted on these

modifications to Part 2 (See the " Dates" and " Addresses"
'

sections). If any public coments warrant revision of the
Part 2, Appendix C, changes, a modified version will be
published before the Part 20 effective date.

The second major _ change to other parts is the require-
ment to provide all workers with information on their radia-
tion doses. This modification was made to conform to the
1987 Federal guidance on occupational radiation exposure.
Formerly, Part 19 required licensees to furnish such a report
at least annually upon the request of the worker. The change
deletes the words "upon request." Public coment is not

~

being solicited on this change as the coments were requested
in the proposed rule (Section XXVII, 51 FR 1118) on the option

|

of requiring reports to individual workers. 74., c,.d<< W - +-

,y,.,jc h % A ~ R p7 L Ls w . su. " w+, nyfu.I. + ~t*
fP J us u-~ " w e

a. xase,y w
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V!!!.. Environmental Assessment:' Negative Declaration

The Comission has determined under the National Environ-

mental Policy Act of 1969, is anended, and the Comission's

regulations in Subpart A of 10 CFR Part 51 not to prepare an

environmental impact statement for this revision of 10 CFR Part
.

20, because the Comission has concluded, on.the basis of an

environmental assessment, that promulgations of this revision of -

10 CFR Part 20 as a final rule would not be a major Federal

action significantly effecting the quality of the human

environment.

'

_The revised 10.CFR Part 20 changes the level for protection+

of the general public from an implicit limit of 0.5 rems per

year to an explicit limit of 0.1 rem per year. There are also

numerous changes in airborne and water radionuclide

concentration limits. These changes result from changes in the

models and-parameters used to estimate the radiation dose asso-

on}ratgo,n g I dciated with intake of a radionuclide. - Some of- the co

limits fnr the general public in this' revision are p ; some y

limitsaresimilartothepresentlimits[Wheu.ikit;;..d -x

,.h u nc vnn d :r t.x..,o. y

Despite the changes'in the dose and concentration limits,

the Comission believes that issuance of the final Part 20 rule

will not have a major impact on the environment.. The primary

basis for this conclusion is that in addition to 10-CFR Part 20,

there are other regulations that govern allowable doses to
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members of th public d which remain unchanged by the changes

to Part 20. These other regulations include Appendix ! to 10

CFR Part 50, Part 60, Part 61 and the EPA's generally applicable
&

[' environmental standards in 40 CFR Parts 190, 191, 192 a W:?p w-

potsu-wd, and the National Emission Standards for Hazardo s

p ' Air Pollutants (NESHAPS) in 40'CFR Part 61 (radionuclides . b Wv.Ag1 These'standardssetlimitsordesignobjectives(Appendix 1)for
!

W releases of radioactive material to the general environment

V which are generally more restrictive than the dose limits inIy # g $ v\ -

Part 20. Consequently, since these more restrictive standards

remained essentially unchanged by the Part 20 revision, theg
#gS 1evel of public protection 6nd the associated environmental -

impact are not changed appreciably from those associated with<

,the current rule and the aforenamed regulations.

/[/g)L . This finding and the accompanying environmental assesmentpr
for the Part 20 revision may be examined and copied (for a_ fee)-

at the NRC Public Document Rnom (See ADDRESSES). Single copies

of the assessment may be obtained from the NRC project manager

(SeeFORFURTHERINFORMATIONCONTACT).

IX. Paperwork Reduction Act Statement

Thisrulfamendsinformationcollectionrequirementsthat _ )( _

are subject to the-Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980(44U.S.C.

L
,
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3501,'etseq.). These information collection requirements were

approved by the Office of' Management and Budget, approval number

3150-0014

X. Revised Regulatory Analysis

.

The Comission has prepared a final regulatory analysis for

this regulation. This revised analysis was based on the draft

regulatory analysis [s modified to account for changes from the

proposed rule and public comentshr.d th: r:'! 4 ed "" Y Copies

of both the draft an inayegulatory Analysis are available
for review and copyingin the Comission's Public Document Room. .

(SeeAddresses.)

XI. Regulatory Flexibility Certification

.

In accordance with Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980, 5

U.S.C. 605(b), the Comission has prepared a regulatory flex 1- '

.

bility analysis which indicated that the revised rule will apply

to all NRC. licensees. The NRC has cpproximately 7,,500

licensees, approximately one quarter of which are classified as

small entities. (Note: Agreement States, which implement

comparable regulations under section 27a of the Atomic Energy
|-

Actof1954,asamended,haveabout16,000 licensees.) The-

| types of small entities that would be affected by this rule
i
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include physicians, small hospitals, small laboratories. -

iMuet ':1 2;;? k;th.n ' mall industries, radiographers, and y
.well loggers.

XII. Backfit Analysis

. -

The Commission has determined that the basic radiation

protection standards in Part 20 are necessary to implement the

1987 revised Federal radiation protection guidance on occupa-

i/s d tional exposure. As provided for in Sec. 274(h) of the Atomic

[ Energy Act, on January 20, 1987, the President has approvedV

revised guidance to Federal agencies on the formulation of
,

standards for occupational radiation exposure. Members of the

NRC staff participated in an interagency working group that

developed the recommendations for the President. The AEC and

the NRC have considered Federal Guidance and have consistently

implemented prior guidance in their regulations. While the

Federal Guidance only addresses occupational exposure, failure

to make similar conforming standards for the public would lead

to confusion and problems in implementation. Consistency

between the Federal Guidance and the NRC regulations is

particularly important for Federal agencies that use source,

byproduct, and special nuclear material under NRC license and

are attempting to implement at the same time NRC regulations

and the new Federal Guidance. Other agencies, such as DOT, are

writing their regulations in terms consistent with the new dose
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lisitstion system adopted in the new Federal Guidance. NRC

regulations should be consistent with those of DOT and other

Federal agencies.

The draft Backfit Analysis prepared for the Part 20 rule

[ Federal Reaister of August 29, 1986, 51 FR 30873) requested-
,

comment on whether i 50.109 sheuld be suspended for this

rulemaking because of other factors including the proposed

issuance of Federal guidance on occupational exposure. This

guidance, which was still in development when the draft backfit

analysis was published, has since been approved by the President

and issued in final form. There were 12 comments on the ,

suspension of 5 50.109 for this rulemaking; all were against

suspending 6 50.109. The principal reason cited for not

suspending $ 50.109 was maintaining the uniform application of

the backfit rule to all regulations. The Commission believes

that implementation of the Federal Guidance and ensuring uniform

regulatory approach in various Federal agencies outweighs the

considerations of maintaining uniform application of 6 50.109.

1

The Cosniss n believes hat promulgation of the revised Payt 20|.
l'*

; /

| is necess y and, con quently, the' provisions of;6 50.199 ("The
/

1

L Backfit ule") are uspended. T Consission 's th authority 4
- -

| . ,-

to s pend its r gulations eft r opportunit has b en proyided
|

'

fo public c ents as was ne for this action.

.
.
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20.302, 20.501, 20.502, 20.601(a) and (d), 20.602, 20.603, 20.701 -
20,704,20.881,20.802,20.901(a),20.902,20.904,20.906,20.1001,
20.1002, 20.1003, 20.1004, 20.1005(b) - (d), 20.1006, 20.1101 - 20.1110, |

20.1201 - 20.1206, and 20.1301 are issued under sec. 161b., 68 Stat. 948
(42 U.S.C. 2201(b)) and S 20.1106(d) is issued under the Privacy Act of
1974, Pub.L. 93 579, 5 U.S.C. 552a; and $5 20.102(a)(2) and (4),
20.204(c), 20,206(g) and (h), 20.904(c)(4), 20.905(c) and (d), 20.1005(c),
20.1006(b) - (d), 20.1101 - 20.1103, 20.1104(b) - (d), 20.1105 - 20.1108,
and 20.1201 - 20.1207 are issued under sec. 161o, 68 Stat. 950, as amended

(42 U.S.C. 2201(o)).

SUBPART A - GENERAL PROVISIONS

$ 20.1 Purpose.

.

(a) The regulations in this part establish standards for protection
against ionizing radiation resulting from activities conducted under
licenses issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. These regulations
are issued under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the
Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended.

(b) It is the purpose of the regulations in this part to control
the receipt, possession, use, transfer, and disposal of licensed material,
by any licensee in such a manner that the total dose to an individual

f (including doses resulting froe licensed and unlicensed radioactive ,49
|

. material and to M radiatfor surces)doesnotexceedthestandards gW
b for protection against radiation prescribed in the regulations in this 6 Mg,

M*
| cart. However, nothing in this part shall be construed as limiting,

i p- actions that say be necessary to protect health and safety.

db 5 20.2 Scope. IS ,' j .
'e regulations in this part apply to perso licensed by the

41on to receive, possess, use, d transfer byproduct, source, or X
lal nuclear material or to operate a production or utilization

| 'ity under Parts 30 through 35, 39, 40, 50, 60, 61, 70, or 72 of this
i chapter. The limits in this part do not apply to doses due to natural

j 10 CFR 20 PGN 6 ENCLOSURE 4
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(, background (, to exposure of patients to radiation for the purpose of Y
medicaldiadosisortherapy,ortovoluntaryparticipationinmedical'

M research programs.t

S 20.3 Definitions.

As used in this part:

" Absorbed dose" means the energy imparted by ionizing radiation per unit
mass of irradiated material. The units of absorbed dose are the rad and
the gray (Gy).

"Act" means the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2011 et seq.), as
amendeo.

" Activity" is the rate of disintegration (transformation), or decay
'of radioactive material s

CTiie~ units of activity are the curie (Ci) and the becquerel (Bq).

" Adult" means an individual 18 or more years of age.

" Airborne radioactive material" means radioactive material dispersed in
the air in the form of dusts, fumes, particulates, mists, vapors, or
gases.

" Airborne radioactivity area" means a room, enclosure, or area in which
airborne radioactive materials, composed wholly or partly of licensed
material, exist in concentrations--

(1) In excess of the derived air concentrations (DACs) specified in
Appendix B, or

(2) To such a degree that an individual present in the area without
respiratory protective equipment could exceed, during the hours an indi-
vidual is present in a week, an intake of 0.6 percent of the annual limit

,

on intake (ALI) or 12 DAC-hours.

10 CFR 20 PGH 7 ENCLOSURE 4
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" Class" (or.". lung class" or " inhalation class") means a classification
scheme for inhaled material according to its rate of clearatice froiL the
pulmonary region of the lung. Materials are classified as 0, W, or Y
which applies to a range of clearanae half-times for 0(Days) of less than
10 days, for W(Weeks) from 10 to h tys, and for Y(Years) of greater
than 100 days.

" Collective dose" is the sum of the individual doses received in a given
period of time by a specified population from exposure to a specified

,,}s U
,/V"source of radiation.

f W'
- [p[[ #"Comission" means the Nuclear Regulatory Commissic "'"0" ::=: th:

C:rh;bn er it; dub :;tt.ori;;d rar:;;r.t;th=. ve

" Committed dose equivalent" (HT,50) means the dose equivalent to organt,
or tissues of reference (T) that will be received from an intake of ,

radioactive material by an individual during the 50 year period following
the intake.

"Comitted effective dose equivalent" (HE,50) is the sum of the products
of the weighting factors applicable to each of the body organs or tissues
which are irradiated and the committed dose equivalent

to these organs or tissues (HE.50*i"TT,50).H
-

'

,

" Controlled area" means an area, outside of a restricted area but inside
the site boundary, access to which can be lirited by the licensee for any
reason.

!

" Declared pregnant woman" means a woman who has voluntarily informed her

employer, in writing, of her pregnancy and the estimated date of
conception.

" Deep dose equivalent" (H ), which applies to external whole-body ex-
d

posure, is the dose equivalent at a tissue depth of I cm (1000 mg/cm2).

10 CFR 20 PGN 9 ENCLOSURE 4
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of locations,ynder the contre) of persons possessing or usir.g radioactive

material. 44Wtendues-ar4-s41 out ia -40 CP %%H9M%r-end-19N

" Government agency" metns any executive department, commission, indepen-

dent establishment, corporation wholly or partly owned 'y the United
States of America which is an instrumentality of the United $tates, or
any board, bureau, division, service, of fice, of ficer, authority,
administration, or other establishment in the executive branch of the
Government.

" Gray" (See i 20.4)

"High radiation area" means an area, accessible to individuals, in which
radiation levels could result in an individual receiving a dose
equivalent in excess of 0.1 rem (1 mSv) in 1 hour at 30 cm from the
radiation source or from any surface which the radiation penetrates.

,

" Individual" means any human being.

" Individual monitoring" means:

(1) The assessment of dose equivalent by the use of devices designed
to be worn by an individual;

(2) The assessment of committed effective dose equivalent by
,

bioassay (see Bioassay) or by determination of the time-weighted air
concentrations to which an individual has been exposed, i.e., DAC hours;
or

(3) The assessment of dose equivalent by the use of survey data.

"Iridividual Monitoring Devices" (" individual monitoring equipment") means
devices designed to be worn by a single individual for the assessment of
dese equivalent such as: film badges, thermoluminescent dosimeters
(TLDs), pocket ionization chambers, and personal (" lapel") air sampling
devices. .

" Internal dose" means that portion of the dose equivalent received from
radioactivo material taken into the body.

.

10 CFR 20 PGN 12 ENCLOSUP.E 4
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" License" meiris a license issued under the regulations in Parts 30
through 35,19,40,50,60,61,70,or72ofthischapter.

" Licensee" means the holder of a license.

#
" Licensed material" means source material, special nuclear material, or _ , p,#

' #
byproduct material received, possessed, used, +#transferredfunder a
general 'or specific license issued by the Cosatssion.

~

" Limits" (Dose limits) means the permissible upper bounds of radiation
doses.

" Lost or missing licensed material" means licensed material whose
location is unknown. It includes material which has been shipped but has
not reached its destination and whose location cannot be readily traced
in the transportation system.

" Member of the public" means an individual in a controlled or unrestrict-
ed area. However, an individual is not a member of the public during any
period in which the individual receives an occupational dose.

" Minor" means an individual less than 18 years of age.
.

" Monitoring" (radiation monitoring, radiation protection monitoring)
means the measurement of radiation levels, concentrations, surface area
concentrations or quantities of radioactive material and the use of the
results of these measurements to evaluate potential exposures and doses.

| *L w WD$$YcDN$,s
.

4 4 " Natural background" means natural occurring cosmic and terrestrial,

'

radiation and ratloactive material, but not including source, byproduct,
or special nuclear material.

1 Y
| "Non stochastic effect" means health effects, the severity of which

varies with the dose, and for which a threshold is believed to exist.
Radiation-induced cataract formation is an example of a non stochastic
effect.

10 CFR 20 pun 13 ENCLOSURE 4 /
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"NRC" means the Nuclear Regulatory Commission or its duly authorized
representatives.

J

" Occupational dose" means the dose received by an individual in a l

restricted area or in the course of employment in which the individual's
assigned duties involve exposure to radiation and to radioactive material
from licensed and uni kensed sources of radiation, whether in the posses-
sion of the licensee or other person. Occupational dose does not include
dose received from natural background, as a patient from medical prac-
tices, from voluntary participation in medical research programs, or as a
member of the general public.

f

'

" Person" means:

(1) Any individual, corporation, partnership, firm, association,
trust, estate, public or private institution, group, Government agency
other than the Commission or the Department of Energy (except that the .

Department shall be considered a person within the meaning of the p d>#
regulations in 10 CFR Chapter I to the extent that its facilities and 'h3-

dA ',y.f.activities are subject to the licensing and related regulatory authority
of the Commission under Section 202 of the Energy Reorganization Act of $tod
1974 (88 Stat. 1244), the__Uranius Mill Tailings __ Radiation Control Act ofJ

1978 (92 Stat. 3C21 hand Section 3(b)(2) of the Low-Level Radioactive
Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985 (99 Stat. 1842)), any State or any

,

| political subdivision of or any political entity within a State, any
| foreign government or nation or any political subdivision of any such
1

. government or nation, or other entity; and
|

(2) Any legal successor, representative, agent, or agency of the
foregoing,

y*t.W
" Planned special exposure" means an infrequent exposu], separate from y
and in addition to the annual dose limits.

"Public _ dose" means the dose received by a seaber of the public fros

| exposure to radiation and to radioactive material released by a licensee,
or to another source of radiation either within a licensee's controlled
area or in unrestricted areas. It does not include occupational dose y

1

10 CFR 20 PGN 14 ENCLOSURE 4
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this parb (See i 20.1102 for recordkeeping requirements relating to
these programs).

(b) The licensee shall use, to the extent practicable, procedures
and engineering controls based upon sound radiation protection principles
to ensure that occupational doses and doses to members of the public are
as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA).

(c) The licensee shall periodically (at least annually) review the
radiation protection program content and implementation.

SUBFART C OCCUPATIONAL DOSE LIMITS

6 20.201 Occupational dose limits for adults.

(a) The licensee shall control the occupational dose to individual
adults, except for planned special exposures under i 20.206, to the

,

following dose limits.
(1) An annual limit, which is the more limiting of--
(i) The total offective dose equivalent being equal to 5 rems (0.05

Sv); or
(ii) The sua of the deep dose equivalent and the comitted dose

equivalent to any individual organ or tissue other than the lens of the
eye bwing equal to 50 rems (0.5 Sv).

,

(2) The annual limits to the lens of the eye, to the skin, and to
the extremities which are:

(i) An eye dose equivalant of 15 rems (0.15 Sv); and
(ii) A shallow dose equivalent of 50 rems (0.50 Sv) to the skin or

to each of the extremities.

(t) Doses received in excess of tp annual limits, including doses
received during accidents, emergencies,3 planned special exposures, must y
be subtracted from the Ilmits for planned special exposures that the
individual may receive during the current year (see i 20.206(e)(1)) and
during the individual's lifetime (see i 20.206(e)(2)).

(c) The assigned deep dose equivalent and shallow dose equivalent
must be for the part of the body receiving the highest exposure. The
deep dose equivalent, eye dose equivalent and shallow dose equivalent may

10 CFR 20 PGN 23 ENCLOSURE 4
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be assessed from surveys or other radiation measuremen:.s for the purpose
of demonstrating compliance with the occupational dose limits, if the
individual monitoring device was not in the region of highest potential
exposure, or the results of individual monitoring are unavailable.

(d) Derived air concentration (DAC) and annual limit on intake
(All) values are presented in Table 1 of Appendix B and may be used to

determine the individual's dose (See i 20.1106) and to demonstrate
complianc.e with the occupational dose limits.

,

(e) In addition to the annual dose limits, the licensee shall limit
the soluble uranium intake by an individual to 10 milligrams in a week in
consideration of chemical toxicity (see footnote 3 of Appendix B).

(f) The licensee shall reduce the dose that an individual may be
allowed to receive in the current year by the amount of occupational dose
received while employed by any other person ($ee 6 20.1104(e)).

$ 20.202 Compliance with requirements for summation of external and .

internal doses.

(a) If the licensee is required to monitor under both $$ 20.502(a)
and (b), the licensee shall demonstrate compliance with the dose limits
by summing exterr,a1 and internal doses. If the licensee is required to
monitor only under i 20.502(a) or only under I 20.502(b), then summation
is not required to demonstrate compliance with the dose limits. The

,

licensee may demonstrate compliance with the requirements for summation -

of external and internal doses by sp,t,ipp = 8the conditions specified y

in paragraphs (b), (c), and (d)[(ETE: The dose equivalents for the X
lens of the eye, the skin, and the extremities are not included in the
summation, but are subject to separate limits.)

(b) Intake by inhalati_on. If the only intake of radionuclides is
by inhalation, the total effective dose equivalent limit is not exceeded
if the sum of the deep dose equivalent divided by the total effective
dose equivalent limit, and one of the following, does not exceed unity:

,

, (1) The sum of the fractions of the inhalation ALI for each radio-

|
nuclide; or

(2) The total number of derived air concentration hours (DAC-hours)
for all radionuclides divided by 2,000; or
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(3) The sua of the cairulated committed effective dose equivalents
lto all signif,1cently irradiated organs or tissues (T) calculated from

bicassay data using appropriate biological models and expressed as a
fraction of the annual limit.

(c) Intake by oral inoestion. If the occupationally exposed

individualalsoreceivesanintakeofrad[oguelidesbyoralingestion
greaterthan10percentoftheapplicablejAll,thelicenseeshallaccount X
for this intake and include it in demonstrating compliance with the
limits.

(d) Intake throuah wounds or absorption throuah skin. The licent.ee
shall evaluate and, to the extent practical, account for intakes through
wounds or skin absorption. (NOTE: The intake through intact skin has
been included in the calculation of DAC for hydrogen-3 and does not need

to be further evaluated).

$ 20.203 Determination of external dose from airborne radioactive
material. *

,

Licensees shall, when determining the dose from airborne radioactive
material, include the contribution to the deep dose equivalent, eye dose
equivalent, and shallow dose equivalent from external exposure to the
radioactive cloud (See Appendix B, footnotes 1 and 2)..(NGTE: Airborne
radioactivity measurements and DAC values should not be used as the

'

primary means to assess the deep dose equivalent when the airborne
radioactive material includes radionuclides other than noble gases or if
the cloud of airborne radioactive material is not relatively uniform.'

The determination of the deep dose equivalent to an individual sh+uld be
Ibased upon seasurements using instruments or individual sonitoring

devices).

1 An organ or tissue is deemed to be significantly irradiated if, for that
organ or tissue, the product of the weighting factors, w , and theT
committtd dose equivalent, Ht0, per unit intake is greater than 10 percent

50 (I'''' "T 50.T) per unit intake forof the maximum weighted valuf of H H

any organ or tissue.
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(1L The sue of the ratios of the concentration he appropriate ,Y

DAC value (e.g., 0, W, Y) from Appendix B for each radionuclide in the
mixture; or

,

(2) The ratio of the total concentration for all radionuclides in
the mixture C1, ;;d Lj"the most restrictive OAC value for any g
radionuclide in the mixture.

(f) If the identity of each radionuclide in a mixture is known, but
the coricentration of one or more of the radionuclides in the mixture is
not known, the OAC for the mixture must be the most restrictive OAC of
any radionuclide in the mixture.

(g) When a mixture of radionuclides in air exists, licensees may
disregard certain radionuclides in the mixture ift

(1) The licensee uses the total activity of the mixture in
Gmonstrating compliance with the dose limits in 5 20.201 and in
complying with the monitoring requirements in i 20.502(b); and

; (2) The concentration of any radionuclide disregarded is less than
10 percent of its DAC; and

(3) The sum of these percentages for all of the radionuclides
disregarded in the mixture does not exceed 30 percent.

(h)(1) In order to calculate the committed effective dose equivalent,
the licenses may assume that the inhalation of one ALI, or an exposure of
2,000 DAC-hours results in a committed effective dose equivalent of 5

rems (0.05 SV) for radionuclides which have their AL!s or DACs based on
the coonitted effective dose equivalent.

(2) When the ALI (and the associated DAC) is deteneined by the
nonstochastic organ dose limit of 50 rems (0.5 Sv), the intake of radio-
nuclide that would result in a committed effective dose equivalent of 5
rems (0.06 Sv) (the stochastic ALI) is listed in parentheses in Table 1
of Appendix 8. In this case, the licensee may, 'as a simplifying
assumption, use the stochastic AL!s to determine committed effective dose
equivalent. However, if the licensee uses the stochastic AL!s, the
licenses must also demonstrate that the eeenitted dose -Wient to any-
organ or tissue does not exceed.50 reos (0.5 Sv) in a yeee.

.
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i 20.205 (Re.s e rved)
-

i

i

|
4

5 20.206 Planned special exposures.

A licensee say_authorire an adult worker to receive doses in excess

of the limits specified in i 20.201 provided_that each of the following l

conditions is satisfie.d:
(a) The licensee authorizes a planned special exposure only in an

exceptional situation, when alternatives which might avoid the higher
exposure are unavailable or impractical. -

(b) The licensee (and employer, if the employer is not the .

licensee) specifically authorizes the planned special exposure, in
writing, before the exposure occurs.

(c) Before a planned special exposure, the licensee ensures that
the individuals involved are--

(1) Informedofthepurposeofthepgedoperation;4

(2) Informedoftheestimateddoseskandspecialradiationorother* X
conditions that night be involved in performing the task; and g g,g.e.)

(3) Instructed in the measures to be taken to keep the doseg # X
other risks MfA41 e*y k Mo

(d) Prior to permitting an individual to participate in a planned ] j a.:6''

special exposure, the licensee ascertains the internal and external doses (( 9 )
#

from til previous planned special exposures (as recorded in compliance ,
with 6 20.1104(b)) and all doses in excess of the annual lialts received /
during the lifetime of the individual for each individual involved, y

(e) Subjectto 8 20.201(b) M the licensee does not authorize a X
planned special exposure whic$ would cause an individual to receive a'

dose from all planned special exposures and all doses in excess of the
'

limits to exceed -

'
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4 (1) The, numerical values of any of the dose limits in i 20.201(a)
in any year;,and

(2) Five times the annual dose limits in i 20.201(a) during the
indivicuals lifetime.

(f) The licensee maintains records of the conduct of a planned
special exposure in accordance with 6 20.1105, and submits a written
report in accordance with 5 20.1204.

(g), The licensee records the best estimate of the dose resciting
from the planned special exposure in the individual's record and informs
the individual, in writing, of the dose within 30 days from the date of
the planned special exposure. The dose from planned special exposures is
not to be considered in controlling future occupational dose of the
individual under i 20.201(a but is to be included in evaluations
requiredbyi20.206(d)[" X

$ 20.207 Occupational dose limits for minors.
.

The annual occupational dose limits for minors are 10 percent of the
annual dose limits specified for adult workers in i 20,201.

[/ l. : # G w * pat * y k.. J n o. i it~ /
$ 20.208 Dose to an embryo / fetus.

(a) The licensee shall ensure that the dose to an embryo / fetus
,

during the entire pregnancy, due to occupational exposure of a declared
pregnant woman, does not exceed 0.5 rea (5 aSv). (for recordkeeping
requirements, see i 20.1106)

(b) The licensee shall make efforts to avoid substantial variation
'

[ above a uniform monthly exposure rata to a declared pregnant woman which
4 would satisfy the limit in paragraph (a) of this section, f,,

- @,p (c) The dota to an embryo / fetus shall be taken as the sum of- E V
(1) The deep dose equivalent to the declared pregnant woman; and M p#

(2) The committed effective dose equivalent assessed to the -/ V
,

pregnant woman due to the intake of radionuclides, modified to take into

( account any established parameters that cause the dose to the gM " 3
'p

Membryo / fetus to be different from that of the declared pregnant woman._
J t ' W r,

t r#\

f
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(d) ,,If the dose to the embryo / fetus is found to have exceeded 0.5
rem (5 mSv), cr is within 0.05 rem (0.5 mSv) of this dose, by the time
the woman declares the pregnancy to the licensee, the licensee shall be
deemed to be in compliance with paragraph (a) of this section if the
additional dose to the embryo / fetus does not exceed 0.05 rem (0.5 mSv)
during the remainder of the pregnancy.

.

.5UBPART D - RADIATIO'N DOSE LIMITS FOR

INDIVIOUAL MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC

$ 20.301 Dose limits for individual members of the public,

g.A
(a) A licenses / shall conduct operations so that--
(1) The total effective dose equivalent to individual members of

the public from those operations does not exceed 0.1 rem (1 mSv) in a
year, exclusive of the dose contribution from the licensee's disposal of '
radioactive material into sanitary sewerage in accordance with 6 20.1003;

g 3,h/d Wa*'and

(2) Thedoseinanyunrestrictedareajdoesnotexceed0.002 rem X
(0.02 mSv) in any one hour.

(b) If the licensee permits members of the public to have access to
controlled areas, the limits for members of the public continue to apply ,
to those individuals.

,

(c) A licensee or license applicant may apply for prior NRC
authoritation for operating up to an annual dose to individual me.abers of
the public of 0.5 rem (5 mSv).* The licensee or license applicant shall
include the following information in this application:

(1) Demonstration of the need for and the expected duration of
operationsinexcessofthelimidinparagraph(a)ofthissection. )(

(2) The licensee's program to assess and control dose within the
0.5 res (5 asv) annual limit; and

(3) The procedures to be followed to maintain doses as l'w as iso

reasonably achievable.

| *

I
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(d) In addition to the requirements of this part, a licensee
subjecttotheprovisionsofEPA)generallyapplicableenvironmental '/
radiation standards shall comply with those standards.

(e) The Commission may impose additional restrictions on radiation
levels in unrestricted areas and on the total quantity of radionuclides
that a licensee may release in effluents in order to restrict the
collective dose.

I 20.302 Compliance with dose lidt )for individual members of the public. g
V

(a) The licenses shall make or esuse to be made, as appropriate, i

surveys of radiation levels in unrestricted and controlled areas and
radloactive materials in effluents released to unrestricted and
controlled' areas to demonstrate compliance with the ** M dose limit for yd5

individual members of the public in 5 20.301.
(b) A licensee shall show compliance with the Saaveddose limitsin y

6 20.301 by "
(1) Demonstrating by measurement or calculation that the total

effective dose equivalent to the individual likely to receive the highest
dose from sources under the licensee's control does nut exceed the annual
dose limit; or

(2) Demonst sting that"
(i) The annual uerage concentrations of radicactive saterial

,

released in gaseous and liquid effluents at the boundary of the
unrestricted area do not exceed the values specified in Taole 2 of
Aopendix B; and

(ii) If an individual were continually present in an unrestricted
area, the dose from external sources would not exceed 0.002 ree (0.02
e5v) in any hour and 0.05 ree (0.5 aisv) in a year.

5,w

by'
I

.
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SUBPART E - (RESERVED)..

-

SUBPART F - SURVEYS AND MONITORING l
1
i

i 20.501 General. |

(a) Each licensee shall make or cause to be made, surveys that-- |

(1), May be necessary for the licensee to comply with the
regulations in this part; and

1

(2) Are reasonable under the circumstances to evaluate: |
(i) The extent of radiation levels; end

i(ii) Concentrations or quantities of radioactive material; and
(iii) The potential radiological hazards that could be present.

(b) The licensee shall ensure that instruments and equipment used
for quantitative radiation measurements (e.g., dose rate and ef fluent
monitoring) are calibrated periodically for the radiation measured.

,

(c) All personnel dosimeters (except for direct and indirect
reading pocket ionization chambers and those dosimeters used to measure

the dose to the extremities) that require processing to determine the
radiation dose and that are utilized by licensees to comply with $
20.201, with other applicable provisions of this chapter, or with
conditions specified in a license, must be processed and evaluated by a
dosimetry processor-- .

(1) Holding current personnel dosimetry accreditation from the .

National [ojgtary LaboratotypcLefi tion Program (NVLAP) of the g
National h ;r. ;f StandardM; and

(2) Approved in this, accreditation process for the type of
radiation or radiations included in the NVLAP program that most closely
approximate the type of radiation or radiations for which the individual
wearing the dosimeter is monitored.

J

$ 20.502 Conditions requirino individual monitorino of external and
internal occupational dose

Each licensee .= hall monitor exposures to radiation and radioactive
material at levels sufficient to demonstrate compliance with the
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occupational dose limits of this part. As a e.inimum,

(a) Eas.h licensee shall monitor occupational exposure to radiation
and sna11 supply and require the use of individual monitoring devices
by = |

(1) Adults likely to receive, in one year from sources external to |
the body, a dose in excess of 10 percent of the limits in $20.201(a); # ,<

(2) Minors and declared pregnant women likely to receive, in one
year from sources external to the body, a dose in excess of 10 percent of
any of the applicable limits in $$ 20.207 or 20,208; and

(3) Individuals entering a high or very high radiation area. I

(b) Each licensee shall monitor (ses $20,204) the occupational I

intake of radioactive material by and assess the committed effective dose
equivt. lent to--

(1) Adults likely to receive, in one year, an intake in excess of
10 percent of the applicable ALI(s) in Table 1 Columns 1 and 2, of
Appendix B; and

'

(2) Minors and declared pregnant women likely to receive, in one
year, a committed effective dose equivalent in excess of 0.05 rem (0.5
mSv).

SUBPART G CONTROL OF EXPOSURE FROM EXTERNAL SOURCES

IN RESTRICTED AREAS

*

$ 20.601 Control of access to hiah radiation areas.

(a) The licenses shall ensure that each entrance or access point to
a high radiation area has one or more of the following features:

(1) A control device which, upon entry into the area, causes the

level of radiatg to begduced below that level at which an individual
might receive a dose [f 0.1 rem (1 a$v) in I hour at 30 ce from the

4
radiation source or from any surface which the radiation penetrates;

(2) A control device which energites a conspicuous visible or
audible alars signal so that the individual entering the high radiation
area and the supervisor of the activity are made aware of the entry;
Nr y
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$ 20,603 Control of access to very hich t'adiation areas irradiators,-

e

(a) Each area in which there may exist radiation levels in excess |

of 500 rads (5 grays) in 1 hour at i meter from a sealed radioactive |
2Source that is used to irradiate catorials must meet the following

i

requiremets.
(1) Each entrance or access point cust be equipped with entry

control devices which--
(i) Function automatically to prevent any individual from )

inadvertently entering the area when very high radiation levels exist;
# X

(ii) Permit deliberate entry into the ar3a only after a control
device is actuated that causes the radiation level within the area, from
thesealedsource,tobereducedbelowgatatwhichitwouldbepossible
for an individual to receive ahosehr ent:;8of 0.1 rem (1 m$v) in one y
hour; and

.

(iii) Prevent operation of the source if the source wou
radiationlevelsintheareathatcouldresultinafoseho,lproducean individual X

in excess of 0.1 rem (1 mSv) in I hour.
(2) Additional control devices sust be provided so that, upon

failure of the entry control devices to function as required by paragraph
(a)(1) of this section

(i) The radiation level within the area, from the sealed source, is,
hich it would be possible for an individual to

reduced below tha g w# of 0.1 ree (1 aSv) in one hour; andreceivea[ose[:r:: y
(ii) Conspicuous visible and audible alare signals are generated to

make an Individual attempting to enter the area aware of the hazard and m.k ,X

[ ; y $ del *** * ' R'" :, W $ '.'" X
&v.u.L sm

#
,l3 1*'

e f
2 This section es not apply to radioactive sources that are used in -

teletherapy n rgggraphy, or in completely self-shielded irradiators 4a}
which b so,urce'44. both stored and operated within the same shielding y
radiation barrier and, in the designed configuration of the irradiator, is'
always physically inaccessible to any individual and cannot create high
levels of radiation in an area that is accessible to any individual. This
section also does not apply to sources froe which the radiation is

| . incidental to some other use nor to nuclear reactor gen,erate,d radiatiorg. w.
m .. sw.. -.,s.,s.. a...u.-.a.- -- . . . .. ....>. -_>. ..~. ... ,

yhh - - e th[B 5k5 5Il I W l KIT I~I'5 W 4 5 bI ' gr
-

9 w Ii ae

i
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at least one other authorized individual, who is physically present,
f amiliar witPr the activity, and prepared to render or summon assistance,
aware of the f ailure of the entry control devices.

(3) The licensee shall provide control devices so that, upon
failure or removal of physical radiation barriers other than the source's
shielded storage container--

(i) The radiation level from the source is reduced below thayt
which it would be po elble for an individual to receive osej tet: } *

of 0.1 rea (1 a5v) in one hour; and
(ii) Conspicuousvisibleancaudiblealarmsignalsaregengatedto

makepotentiallyaffectedindividualsawareofthehazardand[the X
licensee or at least one other individual, who is familiar with the
activity and prepared to render or summon assistance, aware of the
failure or removal of the physical barrier.

(4) When the shield for the stored source is a liquid, the licensee
shall provide means to monitor the integrity of the shield and to signal, ,

automatically, loss rf adequate shielding.
(5) Physical radiation barriers that comprise persanent structural

components, such as walls, that have no credible probability of failure
or removal in ordinary circumstances, need not meet the requirements of

paragraphs (a)(3) and (4) of this section.
(6) Each area sust be equipped with devices that will automatically

generate conspicuous visible and audible alars signals to alert personnel,
in the area before the source can be put into operation and in sufficient .

time for any individual in the area to operate a clearly identified
control device, which must be installed in the area and which can prevent
the source from being put into operation.

(7) Each area must be controlled by use of such administrative
procedures and such devices as are necessary to assure that the area is
cleared of personnel prior to each use of the source.

(6) Each area must be checked by a radiation measurement to assure

that prior to the first individual's entry into the area after any use of
the source, the radiation level from the source in the area i s belowgat
at which it would be possible for an individual to receive a osek

w .#of 0.1 rea (1 mSv) in one hour.
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radiation levels before an individual can gain access to the area where
such radiatinn sources are used.

(c) The entry control devices required by paragraphs (a) and (b) of
this section sust be established in such a way that no individual will be
prevented from leaving the area.

SUBPART H RESPIRATORY PROTECTION AND CONTROLS TO RESTRICT

INTERNAL EXPOSURE IN RESTRICTED AREAS
,

$ 20.701 Use of process or other enoineerino controls.

The Itcensee shall use, to the extent practicable, process or other
engineering controls (e.g., containment or ventilation) to contrni the
concentrations of radioactive material in air. -

6 20.702 Use of other controls.
.

When it is not practicable to apply process or other engineering

controls, to ~ control the concentrations of radioactive material in air to X"

valuesbelowthoghichdefineanairborneradioactivityarea,the
licenseeshal1[consistentwithmaintainingthetotaleffectivedose
equivalentALARA,increasemonitoringMdlimitintakesbyoneormore y
of the following means:

,

(a) Control of access;
(b) Limitation of exposure times;
(c) Use of respiratory protective equipment; or
(d) Other controls.

I 20.701 Use of individual respiratory protective oculpment.

(a) If the Itcensee uses respiratory protective equipment to limit
intakes pursuant to $20.702--

(1) The ,1icensee shall use only respiratory protective equipment
that is tested and certified or had certification extended by the
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health /Mine Safety and

Health Administration (NIOSH/HSHA).
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(2) If the licensee wishes to use equipment that has not been

tested or ces41fied by N!0SH/MSHA, has no had certification extenced by
N!0SH/MSKA, or for which there is no schedule for testing or

,,

certification, the licensee shall submit an application for authorized y
use of that equipment, including a demonstration by testing, or a

demonstration on the basis of ,liebl # est informatio [ that the
_pIaq't

material and performance characteristics of the equipment are capable of
providing the proposed degree of protection under anticipated conditions
of use.

(3) The licensee shall implement and maintain a respiratory
protection program that includes ==

(i) Air sampling sufficient to identify the potential hazard,
permit proper equipment selection, and estimate exposures;

(ii) Surveys and bicassays, as appropriate, to evaluate actual
intakes;

(iii) Testing of respirators for operability immediately prior to
,

each use;

(iv) Written procedures regarding selection, fitting, issuance,
maintenance, and testing of respirators, including testing for
operability immediately prior to each use; supervision and training of
personnel; monitoring, including air sampling and bicassays; and
recordkeeping; and

(v) Determination by a physician prior to initial fitting of
,

respirators, and at least every 12 months thereaf ter, that the individual
user is physically able to use the respiratory protective equipment.

(4) The licensee shall issue a written policy statement on
respirator usage covering--

i

| (i) The use of process or other engineering controls, instead of
respirat6rs;

(ii) The routine, nonroutine, and emergency use of respirators; and
(iii) The periods of respirator use and relief from respirator use.

(5) The licensee shall advise each respirator user that the user
may leave the area at any time for relief free respirator use in the
event of equipment malfunction, physical or psychological distress,
procedural or communication failure, significant deterioration of
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operating conditions, or any other conditions that might require such
relief. -

(6) The licensee shall use equipment within limitations for type
and mode of use and shall provide proper visual, communication, and other
special capabilities (such as adequate skin protection) when needed,

(b) In estimating exposure of individuals to airborne radioactive
materials, the licensee may make allowance for respiratory protective
equipmen.t used to limit intakes pursuant to $20.702, provided that the
following conditions, in addition to those in $20.703(a), are satisfied:

(1) The licensee selects respiratory protective equipment that-
provides a protection factor (see Appendix A) greater than the sultiple
by which peak concentrations of airborne radioactive materials in the

working area are expected to exceed the values specified in Appendix B, ,
Table 1. Column 3.[The concentration of radioactive material in the air ' goj
that is inhale,d en respirators are worn may be initially estimated by ,7Vi
dividing the rMd concentration in air, during each period of /

'

uninterrupted use, by the protection factor. If the exposure is later
found to be greater than estimated, the corrected value must be used; if
the exposure is later found to be less than estimated, the corrected
value may be used.

(2) The licensee shall obtain authorization from the Commission
before assigning respiratory protection factors in excess of those
specified in Appendix A. The Commission say authorize a licensee to use ,
higher protection factors on receipt of an application that"

(1) Describes the situation for which a need exists for higher
protection factors; and

(ii) Demonstrates that the respiratory protective equipment provides
these higher protection factors under the proposed conditions of use.

(c) The licensee shall use as energency devices only respiratory
protective equipment that has been specifically certified or had
certification extended for energency use by NIOSH/MSHA.

(d) The licensee shall notify, in writing, the Director of the
appropriate NRC Regional Office listed in Appendix 0 at least 30 days
before the date that respiratory protective equipment is first used under
the provisions of either $$ 20.703(a) or (b).

|
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but not Ia.ter than 3 hours after the package is received at the
licensee's facility if it is received during the licensee's normal
working hours, or not later than 3 hours from the beginning of the next
working day if it is received after working hours.

(d) The licensee shall immediately notify the final delivery
carrier and, by telephone and telegram, mailgram, or facsimile, the'

Administrator of the appropriate NRC Regional Office listed in Appendix 0
when -

(1) Removable radioactive surface contamination exceeds the limits
of i 71.87(i) of this chapter; or

(2) External radiation levels exceed the limits of i 71.47 of this
chapter.

(e) Each licensee shall -
(1) Establish, maintain and retain written procedures for safely

opening packages in which radioactive material is received; and
(2) Endure that the procedures are followed and that due

'

consideration is given to special instructions for the type of package
being opened.

$UBPART K WASTE DISPOSAL

$ 20.1001 General requirements.

.

(a) A licensee shall dispose of li u nsed material only -
(1) By transfer to an authorized recipient as provided in i 20.1006

or in the regulations in Parts 30, 40, 60, 61, 70, or 72 of this chapter;
U

(2) By decay in storage; #
(3) By release in af fluents within the limits in i 20.301; or
(4) As authorized under $$ 20.1002, 20.1003, 20.1004, or 20.1005.
(b) A person must be specifically licensed to receive waste

containing Itcensed material from other persons for:
(1) Treatment prior to disposal; M
(2) Treatment or disposal by incineration; #
(3) Decay in storage; #
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(4) 01540 sal at a land 01:006 1 facility litenled under Part 61 of
this Chapteri or

(5) Disposal at a geologic repository uncer Part 60 of thisi

chapter.

$ 20.1002 Method for obtainino approval of proposed disposal procedures.

A licensee or applicant for a license may apply to the Comission
for approval of proposed procedures, not otherwise authorited in the
regulations in this chapter, to dispose of licensed material generated in
the licensee's activities. Each application shall include:

(a) A description of the waste containing licensed material to be
disposed of, including the physical and chemical properties important to
risk evaluation, and the proposed manner and conditions of waste
disposal; and

(b) An analysis and evaluation of pertinent information on the
,

nature of the environment; and j

,c (c) Thenatureandlocationofotherpotfentiallyaffectedlicensed X'

and unlic,ensej ,fa,c)}i,,tdtJ; and <
.

,

*

(d)gM eds"to ensure that doses are maintained ALARA and within y
the dose limits in this part.

$ 20.1003 Disposal by release into sanitary sewerace.
,

.

(a) A licensee may discharge licensed material into sanitary
sewerage if each of the following conditions is satisfied:

(1) The material is readily soluble (or is readily dispersible
biological material) in water; and

(2) The quantity of licensed or other radioactive material that the
licensee releases into the sewer in one month divided by the average
monthly volume of water released into the sewer by the licensee does not

p exceed the concentration listed in Table 3 of Appendix B; and-

p (3) If more than one radionuclide is released, the followin co d I } ,6
g[ M [Ntions must also be satisfied: j9 |d E l' /

(i) Thelicenseeshalldeterminethefractionjobtainedbydividing
4gd {theactualmonthlyaverageconcentrationofeachradionuclidereleasedby

10 CFR 20 PGN 47 ENCLOSURE 4
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i

thelicenseeintothesewerbytheconcentratio)oftheradionuclice j,
listed in Tatrie : of Appendix B; and

(ii) T*.e sum of the fractions for tacn radionuclide regwired by
paragraph (a)(3)(1) of this section does not exceed unity; and

(4) The total Quentity of licensed and other radioactive material
that the licensee releaset into the sanitary sewerage system in a year
does not exceed 5 curies (185 GBq) of hydrogen 3, 1 curie (37 GBa) of
carbon 14, and 1 curie (37 GBq) of all other radioactive materials
combined.

(b) Excreta from inchiduals undergoing medical diagnosis or
therapy with radioactive material is not subject to the limitations
contained in paragraph (a) of this section.

$ 20.1004 Treatment or disposal by incineration.

A licensee may treat or dispose of licensed material by incineration .

only in the amounts and forms specified in i 20.1005, or as specifically
approved by the Commission pursuant to i 20.1002.

6 20.1005 Disposal of specific wastes.

(a) A licensee may dispose of the following licensed material as if
it were not radioactive:

,

(1) 0.05 microcurie (1.85 kBq), or less, of hydrogen 3 or carbon-14
per gram of medium used for liquid scintillation counting.

(2) 0.05 microcurie (1,85 kBq), or less, of hydrogen-3 or carbon-14
per gram of animal tissue, averaged over the weight of the entire animal.

(b) A licensee may not dispose of tissue under paragraph (a)(2) of
this section in a manner that would permit its use either as food for
humans or as animal feed.

(c) The licenses shall maintain records in accordance with $
k0.1108,
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6 20.2006..Iransfer for dispesal and manifests.
-

4

l

(a) The requirements of this section and Appendix F are designed to
control transfers of low 1 el radioactive waste intended for disposal at

1 a land disl: sal facility (as defined in Part 61 of inis chapter),
establish a n.anifest tracking system, and supplement existing
reovirements concerning transfers and recordkeeping for those wastes.

(b) [ach shipment of radioactive waste intended for disposal at a
; licensed land disposal facility must be accompanied by a shipment mant-
3 fest as specified in $ection 1 of Appendix F.

(c) [ach shipment manifest must include a certification by the
waste genera h r as specified in Section II of Appendix F.

(d) fach person involved in the transfer for disposal and disposal
of waste, including the waste generator, waste collector, waste
processor, ancl disposal facility operator, shall comply with the
requirements specified in Section !!! of Appendix F.

,

,

5 20.1007 Compliance with environmental and health protection reguia-

tions.

Nothing in .this Subpart relieves the licensee from complying with
other applicable Federal, State, and local regulations governing any
othertoxicorhazardous/propertiesofmaterialswhichmaybedisposedof y

'##under this Subpart.

'

SUBPART L - RECORDS

i 20.1101 General provisions,

i

i (a) Each licensee shall use the units: curie,' rad, ren, including
L multiples and subdivisions, and shall clearly indicate the units of all

quantities on records required by this part,
(b) The licensee shall make a clear distinction among the

- quantities entered on the records required by this part (e.g., total
of fective dose equivalent, shallow dose equivalent, eye dose equivalent,

deep dose equivalent, committed effective dose equivalent, etc.)g
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$20.1102 , Records of radiation protection procrams.

(a) Eac.h licensee snall maintain records of the radiation
protection program, including:

(1) The provisions of the program; and
(2) Audits and other reviews tsf program content and implementation.
(b) The licensee shall retain the records required by paragraph

(a)(1) of this section until the C mnission terminates each pertinent
license requiring the record. Tht. licensee shall retain the records
required by paragraph (a)(2) of this section for three years.

520.1103 Records of surveys..

(a) Each licensee shall maintain records showing the results of
surveys and calibrations required by 5520.501 and 20.906(b). The
licensee shall retain these records for three years after the record is
made.

'

(b) The licensee shall retain each of the following records until
the Commission terminates each pertinent license requiring the record:

(1) Records of the results of surveys to ge g g the dose from
external sources and used, in the absence of indiv' dual monitoring data,f

in the assessment of individual dose equivalents; and

(2) Records of the results of measurer.ents and calculations used tn
determine individual intakes of radioactive material and used in the

,

assessment of internal dose; and
(3) Records showing the results of air sampling, surveys, and

bioassays required pursuant to i 20.703(a)(3)(i) and (ii); and

(4) Records of the results of measurements and calculations used to
evaluate the release of radioactive effluents to the environment.

I 20.1104 Determination of prior occupational dose,

(a) For eacp individual who say enter the licensee's restricted or
controlled area [;; t Mt tM ' * W N s likely to receive, in a year, T

,

an occupational dose requiring monitoring pursuant to 5 20.502, the
licensee shall--

10 CFR 20 PGH 50 ENCLOSURE 4
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(1) Determine the occupationa' radiation dose received during the
current year;. and ,,g

(2) At.uot to obtain the records of lifetime cumulativeAradiation /
dose.

(b) to permitting an individual to participate in a plannec"

special exposure, the licensee shall determine--
,

(1) The internal and external doses from all previous planned
special exposures; and

(2) All doses in excess of the -annual limits (including doses
received during accidents and emergencies) received during the lifetime
of the individual.

(c) In complying with the requirements of paragraph (a) of this
section, t, licensee may--

(1) Accept, as a record of the occupational dase that the
individus1 received during the current year, a written signed statement
from the individual or from the individual's most recent previous

^

empicytr that discloses the nature and the amount of any occupational
dose ttat the individual may have received during the current year;

(2) Accept,astherecordoflifetimecumulative$[iii4^2 dose,an ys

up-to date NRC form 4, or equivalent, signed by the individual and
countersigned by an appropriate official of the most recent employer for
work involving radiation exposure, or the individual's current employer
(if the individual is not employed by the licensee); and

,

(3) Obtain reports of the individual's dose eqt,1 valent (s) from the
most recent employer for work involving radiation exposure, or the indi-
vidual's current employer (if the individual is not employed by the
licensee) -by telephone, telegram, electronic media, or letter. The
licensee shall request a written verification of the dose data if the
authenticity of the transmitted report cannot be established.

(d) The licensee shall record the exposure history, as required by
paragraph (a) of this section, on NRC Fors 4 or other clear and legible

.

10 CFR 20 PGN 51 ENCLOSURE 4
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record, of.all the information required on that form. The f orn or
record must thow each period in whict) the individual received
occupational exposure to radiation or radioactive material and eust be
signed by the individual who received the exposure. For each period for
which the licensee obtains reports, the licensee shall use the dcse shown
in the report in preparing NRC Form 4. For any period in which the
licensee does not obtain a report, the licensee shall place a notation on
NRC Form.4 indicating the periods of time for which data are not
available.

(e) If the licensee is unable to obtain a complete record of an
individual's current and previously accumulated occupational dose, the
licensee shall assume"

(1) In establishing administrative controls under 6 20.201(f) for
the current year, that the individual has received 1.25 rems (12.5 mSv)
in each quarter for which records were unavailable and the individual was

engaged iga,ctgiji,egjhat cgul,djage,rjgitedjn ogpati nalydiation3g a ,

exposuregand
(2) That the individual is not available for planned special

exposures.

(f) The licensee shall retain the records on NRC Form 4 or equive-
lent until the Commission terminates each pertinent license requiring
this record. The licensee shall retain records used in preparing NRC
Form 4 for three years after the record is made. ,

*
,

$ 20.1105 Records of planned special exposures.

" ,. .

(a) e licensee shall saintain records which describer f~or each
use of the provisions of i 20.206 for planned special exposu

4 Licensees are not required to reevaluate the separate external dose
equivalents and. internal coanitted dose equivalents or intakes of
tadionuc14de sessed under the regulations in this part in effect bef ar

', January 1,19 Further,occupationti.exp e histories obtained ane
N ecorded on NRC-Form 4 before January 1, 1991J Id not have included V

effective dose equivalent, buTaay~oe used in the absence of specific
information on the fntake of radionuclides by the individual.

'

.-
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l (2) The name of the management official who authorized the plannec
special exposure and a copy of the signed authorization; and

| (3) What actions were necessary; and
(4) Why the actions were necessary; and
(5) How doses were maintained ALARA; and

(6) What individual and collective doses were expected to result,
and the doses actually received in the planned special exposure.

(b) The licensee shall retain the records until the Commission
2 terminates each pertinent license requiring these records.

$ 20.1106 Records of individual monitorino results.

(a) Recordkeepino requirement. Each licensee shall maintain
records of doses received by all individuals for whom monitoring was

'

| required pursuant to 5 20.502, and records of doses received during
planned special exposures, accidents and emergency conditions. Thesei

5records must include, when applicable:
(1) The deep dose equivalent to tho whole body, eye dose

equivalent, shallow dose equivalent to the skin, and shallow dose
equivalent to the extremi.ies; and *

(2) The estimated intake of the radionuclides (See i 20.202); and
,

(3) The committed effective dose equivalent assigned to the intake
of radionuclides; and

(4) The specific information used to calculate the committed
effective dose equivalent pursuant to $ 20.204(c); and

(5) The total effective dose equivalent when required by 5 20.202;
and

(6) The total .of the deep dose equivalent and the committed dose to
the organ receiving the highest total dose.

.

sments of dose equivalent and records made using before M .5 A
'"

1n d not be changed.

ou
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(b) Recordkeeping frequency. The licensee shall make entries of the

records specHied in paragraph (a) of this section at least annually.
(c) Recordkeepino format. The licensee shall maintain the records

specified in paragraph (a) of this section on NRC form 5, in accordance
with the instruction for NRC Form 5, or in clear and legible records
containing all of the information required by NRC Form 5.

(d) Privacy protection. The records required under this section
should be protected from public disclosurt because of their personal
privacy nature. These records are protected by most State privacy laws
and, when transferred to the NRC, are protected by the Privacy Act of
1974 Pub.L. 93 579, 5 U.S.C. 552a, and the Commission's regulations in k'

deh e' d
,

10 CFR Part 9.

(e) The licensee shall maintain the records of dose to an Vp

embryo / fetus with the records of dose to the declared pregnant woman., ,j ri,4*

(f) The licensee shall retain each required form or record until 'f
the Commission terminates each pertinent license requiring the record. d''p,

l 20.1107 Records of dose to individual members of the public.

(a) Each licensee shall maintain records sufficient to demonstrate
Icompilance with the dose limit for individual members of the public (See g

i 20.301).
(b) The licensee shall retain the records required by paragraph (a),

of this section until the Commission terminates each pertinent license
requiring the record.

I 20.1108 Records of waste disposal,.

(a) Each licensee shall maintain records of the disposal of
licensed saterials made under il 20.1002, 20.1003, 20.1004, 20.1005, Part

6@nddisposalbyburialinsoil pj(authorized before January 28, gb

1981.6 ( f;

.

6 A previous i 20.304 permitted burial of small quantities of licensed
materials in soil before January 28, 1981, without specific Commission
authorization.

,
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(b) ,,The licensee shall retain the records required by paragraph (a)
of this section until the Comission terminates each pertinent lir,ense
requiring the record,

i 20.1109 Records of testino entry control devices for very hich
radiation areas.

(a). Each licensee shall maintain records of tests made under
i 20.603(a)(9) on entry control devices for very high radiation areas.
These records must include the date, time, and results of each such test
of function.

(b) The licensee shall retain the records required by paragraph (a)
of this section for three years after the record is made.

$ 20.1110 Form of records.

'

Each record required by this part must be legible throughout the
specified retention period. The record may be th* original or a
reproduced copy or a microform provided that the copy or microform is
authenticated by authorized personnel and that the microform is capable
of producing a clear copy throughout the required retention period. The
record may also be stored in electronic media with the capability for
producing legible, accuratyand complete records during the required ,' Y
retentionperiod. Record 6tsuchasletters, drawings,[pecifications,must j(
include all pertinent information such as stamps, initials, and
signatures. The licensee shall maintain adequate safeguards against
tampering with and loss of records.

.

SUBPART M - REPORTS
!

$ 20.1201 Reports of theft or loss of licensed material.

(a) Telephone reoorts.--

(1) Each licensee shall report by telephone as follows:
(i) Immediately after its occurrence becomes known to the licensee,

I any lost, stolen, or missing licensed material in an aggregate quantity
l

10 CFP. 20 PGN SS ENCLOSURE a
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accordance with the procedures described in 5 50.73(b), (c), (c), (e),
and (g) o'f'this chapter anc must include the information required in
paragraph (b)(1) of this section, and

(ii) All other licensee; shall make reports to the Administrator of
.

the appropriate NRC Regional f+tt ty g p y dix D.
) (c) A duplicate report s n'oDRiifredgif the licensee is also -

required to submit a report pursuant to $$ 30.55(c), 40.64(c), 50.72,
50.73,70.52,73.27(b),73.67(e)(3)(vi),73.67(g)(3)(iii),73.71,or
150.19(c) of this c'hapter.

(d) Subsequent to filing the written report, the licensee shall
also report any additional, substantive information on the loss or theft
within 30 days after the licensee learns of such information.

(e) The licensee shall prepaie any report filed with the Commission
pursuant to this section so that names of individuals who may have
received exposure to radiation are stated in a separate and detachable
part of the report.

.

$ 20.1202 Notification of incidents.

(a) Immetlate not$ cation. Notwithstanding any other requirements
for notification, each licensee shall immediately report any event
involving byproduct, source, or special nuclear material possessed by the
licensee which may have caused or threatens to cause any of the following

'

conditions M V

(1) An individual to receive--
(i) A total effective dose equivalent of 25 rems (0.25 Sv) or more;

W
(ii) An eye dose equivalent of 75 rems (0.75 Sv) or more; or

(iii) A shallow dose equivalent to the skin or extremities of 250
Vraca (2.5 dy) or more; or

(2) The release of radioactive material, inside or outside of a
restricted crea, so that, had an individual been present for 24 hours,
the individual could have received an intake five times the occupational

annual l hlt on intake he provisions of this paragraph do not apply to V

locations othere personnel are not normally stationed during routine
operations,suchashot-cellsorprocessenclosures[;or

10 CFR 20 PGN 57 ENCLOSURE 4
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(3) A loss of one working week or more of the operation of any
facilities affected; or

(a) Damage to property in excess of $200,000.
(b) Twenty-four hour notification. Each licensee shall, within 24

hours of discovery of the event, report any event involving loss of
control of licensed material possessed by t.he licensee which may have
caused, or threatens to cause, any of the following conditions:

(1), An individual to receive, in a period of 24 hours--
(i) A total effective dose equivalent exceeding 5 rems (0.05 Sv);

or

(ii) An eye dose equivalent exceeding 15 rems (0.15 Sv); or
(iii) A shallow dose equivalent to the skin or extremities exceeding

50 rems (0.5 Sv); or
(2) The release of radioactive material, inside or outside of a

restricted area, so that, had an individual been present for 24 hours,
the individual could have received an intake in excess of one .

occupational annual limit of intakehe provisions of this subparagraph
do not apply to locations where personnel are not normally stationed
during routine operations, such as hot-cells or process enclosuresh or

(3) A loss of one day or more of the operation of any facilities
affected; or

(4) Damage to property in excess of $2,000.
(c) The licensee shall prepare any report filed with the Commission,

pursuant to this section so that names of individuals who have received *

exposure to radiation or radioactive material are stated in a separate
and detachable part of the report.

.(d) Reports made by licensees in response to the requirements of
this section must be made as follows:

(1) Licensees having an installed Emergency Notification System
shall make the reports required by paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section
to the NRC Operations Center in accordance with $ 50.72; and

(2) All other licensees shall_ make the reports required-by
paragraphs (a).and (b) of this section by telephone to the NRC Operations
Center 7 and by telegram, mailgram, or facsimile to the Administrator of
the appropriate NRC Regional Office listed in Appendix 0.

10 CFR 20 PGN 58 ENCLOSURE 4
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(i).. Estimates of each individual's dese; and

(ii) The levels of radiation and concentrations of radioactive
material involved; and g.l

The cause of thedexp0su e, levels, or concentrations; and X(iii) r

(iv) Corrective steps taken or planned to ensure against a
recurrence, including the schedule for achieving conformance with
applicable limits, generally applicable environmental standards, and
associated license conditions.

(2) Each report filed pursuant to paragraph (a) of this section
8must include for each individua1 exposed: the name, social security

account number, and date of birth. The report must be prepared so that
this information is stated in a separate and detachable part of the
report.

(c) For holders of an operating license for a nuclear power plant,
the occurrences included in paragraph (a) of this section must be report-
ed in accordance with the procedures described in $$ 50.73(b), (c), (d),,
(e), and (g) of this chapter and must also include the information
required by paragraph (b) of this section, Occurrences reported in
accordance with i 50.73 of this chapter need not be reported by a dupli-
cate report under paragraph (a) of this section.

(d) All licensees, other than those holding an operating license
for a nuclear power plant, who make reports under paragraph (a) of this
sectio $hallsubmitthereportinwritingtotheU.S.NuclearRegulatory, ,)(
commission, Document Control Desk, Washington, DC 20555, with a copy to
the appropriate NRC Regional Office listed in Appendix 0.

5 20.1204 Reports of planned special exposures.

The licensee shall submit a written report to the Administrator of
the appropriate NRC Regional Office listed in Appendix D, within 30 days
following any planned special exposure conducted in accordance with

.
.

B With respect to the limit for the embryo / fetus ($ 20.208), the identifiers
should be those of the declared pregnant woman,
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5 20.206, informing the Commission that a planred special exposure was

conducted, and ingdicatinge date the plannt:1 special exposure occurred,g g oJicmAA, .- a p a - y w u or,

S 20.1205 [ Reserved).

$ 20,1206 Reperts of individual monitoring,

(a), This section applies to each person licensed by the Commission
to--

(1) Operate a nuclear reactor designed to produce electrical or
heat energy pursuant to S 50.21(b) or i 50.22 of this chapter or a
testing f acility as defined in i 50.2 L this chapter; or '

(2) Possest or use byproduct material for purposes of radiography
pursuant to Parts 30 and 34 of this chapter; or

(3) Possess or use at any one time, for purposes of fuel
processing, fabricating, or reprocessing, special nuclear material in a
quantity exceeding 5,000 grams of contained uranitar 235, uranium-233, or
plutoniu g r any combination thereof pursuant to Part 70 of this chapter; y

or
(4) Possess high-level radioactive waste at a geologic repository

operations area pursuant to Part 60 of this chapter; or
(5) Possess spent fuel in an independent spent fuel storage

installation (ISFSI) pursuant to Part 72 of this chapter; 4r -

,

(6) Receive radioactive waste from other persons for disposal under
,

Part 61 of this chapter; or
(7) Possess or use at any time, for proces or manufacturing for

distribution pursuant to Parts 30, 32,833[of t is chapter, byproduct
#

material in quantities exceeding any one of the following quantities:

.
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6 20,1302 Additional requirements,
e

The Commission may, by rule, regulation, or order, impose require-
ments on a licensee, in addition to those established in the regulations
in this part, as it deems appropriate or necessary to protect health or
to minimize danger to life or property.

.

SUBPART 0 - ENFORCEMENT

S 20.1401 Violations.

(a) The Comission may obtain an injunction or other court order to
prevent a violation of the provisions of.--

(1) The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended;

(2) Title II of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended;
,

or
(3) A regulation or order issued under the requirements of those

Acts.
(b) The Commission may obtain a court order for the payment of a

civil penalty imposed under Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act:

(1) For violations of--
(i) Sections 53, 57, 62, 63, 81, 82, 101, 103, 104, 107, or 109 of

,

the Atomic Energy Act specified in paragraph (a)(1) of this section;
(ii) Section 206 of.the Energy Reorganization Act.

(iii) Any rule, regulation, or order issued under the requirements of
the sections specified in paragraph (b)(1)(i) of this section; n ey

i
(iv)' Arty ters, condition, or limitation of any license issued under

| the sections specified in paragraph (b)(1)(1) of this section; e dE-- k
- (2) For any violation for which a license may be revoked under

L section 186 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.
(c) Any person who willfully violates a provision of the Atomic

Energy Act or regulation or order issued under the requirements of that
Act may be guilty of a crime and, upon conviction, be punished by fine or

i

| imprisonment or both, as provided by law.

10 CFR 20 PGN .g ENCLOSURE 4
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APPENDIX A"

PROTECTION FACTORS FOR RESPIRATOR $a

d
{ Tested &CertifiedEquipmer-Protec", ion Factors - 3

Particu- National Institute for
Particu .lates, Occupational Safety and.
lates gases, Health /Mine Safety / and

bDescription Modes" only & vapors' Health Administration testi!'

for permissibility

II. AIR-PURIFYING RESPIRATORS

9 NP 10 30 CFR Part 11,Faceplece, half-mask
Facepiece, full NP - 50 Subpart K.
Facepiece, half-mask PP 1000
full, or hood

II. ATMOSPHERE-SUPPLYING
RESPIRATORS- !

1. Air-line respirator

Facepiece, half-mask CF 1000
Facepiece, half-mask 0 5
Facepiece, full CF 2000
Facepiece, full - 0 5 30 CFR Part 11,
Facepiece, full PD _2000 Subpart J.

-Hood CF h
Suit CF i- j

2. Self-contained
' -breathing apparatus

-(SCBA)
-

Facepiece, full 0 50kFacepiece, full- PD_ 10,000 30 CFR Part 11.-
Facepiece, full RD 50j Subpart H.-
Facepiece, full RP 5,000

III. COMBINATION RESPIRATORS-

Any combination of. air- Protection factor
purifying and atmosphere- for type and mode- 30 CFR Part'11,

supplying _ respirators of operation as_ $11.63(b).
listed above

APPENDICES 1 Enclosure b X
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FOOTNOTES.

a. For use in the selection of respiratory protective devices to be

used only where the contaminants have been identified and the con-
4

centrations (or possible concentrations) are known.
.

.

b. Only for shaven faces and where nothing interferes with the seal of

tight-fitting facepieces against the skin. (Hoods and suits are

excepted.)

c. The mode symbols are defir.ed'as follows:

4

'

CF = continuous flowi. g

0 = demand}NP = negative pressure (i.e. , negative phase during -X-

' inhalation))PD = pressure demand (i.e., always positive pressure))PP Y'

= positive pressure)RD = demand, recirculating (closed circuit)3 RP = X ,

. pressure-demand, recirculating (closed circuit)'

d. . 1. The protection factor is a measure of the degree of-protection

afforded by a respirator, defined as the ratio of the concen-

tration of airborne radioactive material outside.the;

respiratory protective equipment to that inside the equipment

(usually inside the facepiece) under-conditions of use. It.is

applied to the ambient airborne concentration to estimate the

concentrations inhaled by the wearer'according to the following

formula:

I

APPENDICES 2 Enclosure 5
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e. Excluding radioactive contaminants that present an absorption or i

submersion hazard. For tritium oxide, approximately one third of

the intake occurs by absorption through the skin so that an overall

protection factor of less than 2 is appropriate when atmosphere-

supplying respirators are used to p otect against tritium oxide. If

th,e protection factor for a device is 5/$.he effective protection /
factor for tritium is about 1.4; for devices with protection factors

of I@he effective factor for tritium oxide is about 1.7; and for

devices with protection factors of 100 or moragthe effective factor

for tritium oxide is about 1.9. Air purifying respirators are not

suitable for protection against tritium oxide. See also. footnote i

concerning supplied-air suits.
.

f. Canisters and cartridges shall not be used beyond service-life

limitations,

g. Under-chin type only. This type of respi'.ator is not satisfactory

for use where it might be possible (e.g. , if an accident or emer-

gency were to occur) for the ambient airborne concentrations to

reach instantaneous values greater than 10 times the pertinent

values in. Table 1, Column 3 of Appendix B of this part. This type

of- respirator is not suitable for protection against plutonium or

other high-toxicity materials. The mask is to be tested for fit

prior to use, each time it is donned.

'h. Equipment shall be operated in a manner that ensures that proper air

' flow-rates are maintained. A protection factor of no more than 1000

APPENDICES 4 Enclosure S
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APPENDIX B..

ANNUAL LIMITS OF INTAKE (ALIs) AND DERIVED AIR CONCENTRATIONS

-(OACs) 0F RADIONUCLIDES FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE; EFFLUENT

CONCENTRATIONS; CONCENTRATIONS FOR RELEASE TO SEWERAGE

. ,

' Introduction

Foreachradionuclideglable'htingi;sidindicaththe N,
chemical form which is to be used for selecting the appropriate ALI or

L DAC value. The ALIs and DACs for inhalation are given for an aerosol !

with an activity median aerodynamic diameter of 1 pm and for three
1 *

|; classes (0,W,Y) of radioactive material, which refer to their retention

i (approximately days, weeks or years) in the pulmonary region of the lung.
1

.This- classification applies to a range of clearance half-times for 0 of

less than 10 days, for W from 10 - 100 days, and for Y greater than
,

. I A 4~ o a i 4 - MA e Old #~fL so 4% t g,f,7 % ,|- p 2]..'.h qpy100 days g g,,4 _ non'

.T s&gL,
I

'
.

,

Notation

|
t. 4

The values in Tables 1,2, and 3 are presented in the computer "E" X1

|- notation. In this notation a value of 6E-02 represents a value of

6 x 10 2 or 0.06, 6E+2 represents 6 x 102 or 600, 6E+0 represents a
-

, value of.6 x 100 or 6.
L

i

~

,

APPENDICES 8 Enclosure 5
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Use of.the ALI listed first, the more limiting of the stochastic and

non-stochastic Alls, will ensure that non-stochastic effects are avoided

and that stochastic effects are limited to an acceptably low level. If,

in a particular situation involving a radionuclide for which the non-
*A

stochasticAllislimiting4useofthatnon-stochasticALIisconsidered X
unduly conservative, the licensee may use the stochastic ALI to determine

committed effective dose equivalent. However, the licensee shall also

ensure that the 50-rem committed dose equivalent limit for any organ or

tissue is not exceeded. This is demonstrated if the sum of the fractions

of the non-stochastic Alls of all of the radionuclides that contribute to

the committed dose equivalent to that organ or tissue does not exceed

unity.
.

Note t'iat the dose equivalents for extremities (hands and forearms,

feet-and lower legs), skin, and lens of the eye are not considered in

compecing the committed effective dose equivalent, but are subject to

limits that must be met separately.

A value of wT = 0.06 is applicable to each of the five organs or

tissues in the'" remainder" category _ receiving the highest dose equiv-

alents, and the dose equivalents of all other-remaining tissues may be

disregarded. The following parts of the GI tract - stomach, small intes-

tine, upper large intestine, and lower large intestine - are to be

treated as_four separate organs.

The-0AC values are derived limits intended to control chronic expo-

.sures. The relationship between OAC and ALI is given by:
:

DAC = ALI in pCi/(2000 hours per year x 60 min per hour x 2 x 104 ml

per minute) = (All/2.4 x 108] pCi per ml

APPENDICES 10 Enclosure 5
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where 2,x 104 mi is the volume of air breathed at work by " Reference Man"

per minute under w rking conditions of " light work."

The OAC values relate to one of two modes of exposure: either the

external submersion dose or the internal committed dose equivalents

resulting from inhalation of radioactive e.aterials. Derived air

concentrations based upon submersion are for immersion in a semi-infinite

cloud of uniform concentration and apply to each radionuclide separately.

The dose contributions from any decay product (daughter) radionuclides m bs N

must be separately determined and added to the contribution from the

listed parent radionuclide.
4

ALI and DAC values relate to exposure to the single radionuclide

named and include an appropriate allowance for any daughter radionuclides
.

produced in the body during the decay of the parent nuclide. However,

intakes that include both parent and daughter radionuclidec should be

treated by the general method appropriate to mixtures.

The values.of ALI and DAC do not apply directly when the individual

both ingests and inhales a radionuclide, when the individual is exposed

to a mixture'of radionuclides, or. when the individual is exposed to-both

internal and external irradiation (see 6 20.202). When an individual is

exposed to several translocation classifications, D W or Y, of the same.

radionuclide, the exposure may be treated as exposure to a mixture of

radionuclides.

It should be noted that the classification of a compound as Class-

D W, or Y is based on the chemical form of the compound and~does not take [

!

1

! APPENDICES 11 Er. closure 5
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into account the radiological half-life of different radicisotopes. For

this reason, values are given for Class 0, W, and Y compounds, even for

very sh t-lived radionuclides.

Table 2

.

The columns in Table 2 of this appendix captioned " Effluents".." Air"

and " Water," are applicable to the assessment and control of dose to the

public, particularly in the implementation of the provisions in S 20.302.

The air concentration values listed in Table 2, Column 1, were

derived by one of two methods. For_those radionuclides for which intake

(committed effective dose equivalent) is limiting, the occupational

stochastic inhalation ALI was divided by 2.4 x 108 (ml/ year) x 300. The

factor or 2.4 x 109, relating the inhalation ALI to the OAC, is explained '

above. The factor of 300 includes the following components: a factor of
-

50 - to relate the 5-rem annual occupational dose limit to the 0.1-rem

limit for members of the public; a factor of 3 - to adjust for_the
'

difference in exposure time and inhalation rate between workers and

members of the public; and a factor of 2 - to adjust the occupational

values, which were derived for adults, so that they are applicable toi

other age groups.

l' For those radionuclides for which submersion (external dose) is

limiting, the occupational DAC in Table 1, Column 3, was divided by 219.

The factor of 219 is composed of a factor of 50, described above, and a

factor of 4.38 relating occupational exposure for 2,000 hours per year to
'full-time exposure for 8,760 hours per year. Note that an additional

L factor of 2 for age considerations is not warranted in the submersion

L kt**k N k " ''

cas$5j4 wx ~ s 1 WP
APPENDICES 12 Enclosure 5 7'
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EF TNOTES:
a

1"5 rsion" means that values given are for submersion in a hemispherical semi-infinite cloud of' airborne
2,. terial.

g
2 hyse radionuclides have radiological half-lives less than 2 hours. The total effective dose equivalent received
during operations with these radionuclides might include a significant' contribution from external exposure. The'

DA values for all radionuclides other than those designated Class " Submersion," are based upon the committed
~

-effective dose equivalent due to the intake of the radionuclide into the body and do NOT include potentially
sigpificantcontributions.todoseequivalentfromexternalexposures. The licensee may substitute IE-7 pCi/mi
for the listed DAC to account for the submersion dose prospectively, but should use individual monitoring devices
orhtherradiationmeasuringinstrumentsthatmeasureexternalexposuretodemonstratecompliancewiththelimits.
(Se S 20.203.)

3For 'oluble mixtures of U-238, U-234, and U-235 in aiv9 chemical toxicity may be the limiting factor (see X
$ 20 201(e)). ' If tne percent by weight (enrichment) of U-235 is not greater than 5, the concentration value for
a 40- ur workweek is 0.2 milligrams uranium per cubic meter of air average. For any enrichment, the product of .i
the a erage concentration and time of exposure during a 40-hour workweek shall not exceed SE-3 (SA) pCi-hr/m1,4

where A is the specific activity of the. uranium inhaled. The specific activity for natural uranium is 6.77E-7 i

y curies per gram U. The specific activity for other mixtures of U-238, U-235, and U-234, if not known, shall be: '

SA = 3.6E-7 curies / gras U U-depleted
S/L = [0.4 + 0.38 (enrichment) + 0.0034 (enrichment)2] E-6 enrichment > 0.72

.L1
_

*

where ene'chment f' the percentage by. weight of U-235, expressed as percent.
i
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Radionuclide Quantity (pCl) Radionuclide Quantity (pCi)

Krypton-79 1,000 Niobium-89
Krypton 81 1,000 (122 min) 1,000
Krypton-83m 1,000 Niobium-90 100
Krypton-85m 1,000 Niobium-93m 10

Niobium-94 1 Silver-104 1,000
Niobium-95m 100 Silver-105 100
Niobium-85 100 Silver-106m 100
Niobium-96 100 Silver-106 1,000
Niobium-97 1,000 Silver-108m 1

Niobium-98 1,000 Silver-110m 10
Molybdenum-90 100 Silver-111 100
Molybdenum 93m 100 Silver-112 100
Molybdenum-93 10 Silver-115 1,000
Molybdenum 99 100 Cadmium-104 1,000
Molybdenum 101 1,000 Cadmium-107 1,000
iechnetium-93m 1,000 Cadeium-109 1

Technetium 93 1,000 Cadmium-113m 0.1
' Technetium-94m 1,000 Cadmium-113 100
Technetium-94 1,000 Cadmium-115m 10
Technetium-96m 1,000 Cadmium-115 100
Technetium-96 100 Cadmium-117m 1,000 -

- Technetium-97m 100 Cadmium-117 1,000
Technetiur 97 1,000 Indium-109 1,000
Technetium-98 10 Indium-110m
Technetium-99m 1,000 (69.1m) 1,000
Technetium-99 100 Indium-110m
Technetium-101 1,000 (4.9h) 1,000
Technetium-104 1,000 Indium-111 100
Ruthent w 94 1,000 Indium-112 1,000'

Ruthenium-97 1,000 Indium-113m 1,000
Ruthenium-103 100 Indium-114m 10

Ruthenium-105 1,000 Indium-11Sm 1,000
Ruthenium-106 1 Indium-115 100
Rhodium-99m 1,000 Indiur116m 1,000

i- Rhodium-99 100 Indium-117m 1,000

L Rhodium-100 100 Indium-117 1,000
i Rhodium-101m 1,000 Indium-119m 1,000-
i Rhodium-101 10 Tin-110 100

! Rhodium-102m 10 Tin-111 1,000
| Rhodium-102 10- Tin-113 100-

Rhodiur 103m 1,000 Tin-117e 100
- Rhodium-105 100 Tin-119e 100
Rhodiur 10Em 1,000 Tin-121m 100

Rhodium-107 - 1,000- Tin-121 1,000
Palladium-100 100 Tin-123m 1,000
Pa11adium-101 1,000 Tin-123 10

Pa11adium-103 100- Tin-125 10

Ps11adium-107 10_ T h-tM 10

| (IPPENDIXC(Continued
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UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION REGIONAL OFFICES
:

Address Telephone (24 hours a day)

Region 1: Connecticut, Delaware, USNRC, 475 Allendale Road (215)337-5000. (FTS) 346-5n00.
District of Columbia, Maine, Maryland, King of Prussia, PA 19',06
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey,
New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and
Vermont.

Region II. Alabama, Florida, Georgia, USNRC, 101 Marietta Street (404) [ 4503, (FTS) p 4503.
Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina, Suite 2900 .g3g 572H >(
Puerto Rico, South Carolina, Tennessee, Atlanta, GA 30 0

-Virginia, Virgin Islands, and 2 ''~ NWest Virginia.

Region III: Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, USNRC, 799 Roosevelt !!oad (312)790-5500. (FTS) 388-5500. ,

Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio, Glen Ellyn, IL 60137
,

and Wisconsin.

Region IV: Arkansas, Colorado, Idaho, USNRC, 611 Ryan Plaza Drive (817)860-8100,(FTS)728-8100.
Kansas, Louisiana, Montana Nebraska, Suite 1000 :-

New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Arlington, TX 76011
South Dakota, Texas, Utah, and

"

Wyoming.

' Region IV: Field Office USNRC, Region 1Y (303)g-JR7, (FTS).234-T/12.
XUranium Recovery Field Office m_g 7 7c,_zeer

- 730 Sisuis Street, Suite 100A
P.O. Box 25325
Denver, CO 80225 ;

:-

Region V: Alaska, Arizona, California, US C, 1450 Maria Lane -(415)943-3700, (FTS) 463-3700. I

Hawall, Nevada, Oregon, Washington, and Su e 210
U.S. territories and possessions in the Wa ut Creek, CA 94596 X
Pacific. '
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APPENDIX E (RESERVED),,

APPENDIX F

!

REQUIREMENTS FOR LOW LEVEL WASTE TRANSFER FOR '

DISPOSAL AT LAND DISPOSAL FACILITIES AND MANIFESTS

-
.

I.- MANIFEST

The shipment manifest shall contain the name, address, and telephone

number of the person generating the waste. The manifest shall also include

the name, address, a'nd telephone number or the name and EPA hazardous waste

identification number of the person transporting'the waste to the land dis-
'

posal facility. The manifest must also indicate as completely as practi-
/

cable: a physical description g' tM a ;te,*the volume b adionuclide y

identityandquantity[thetotalradioactivity[andtheprincipalchemi- g,$ 4 Mo
{

cal form 4 he solidification agent must be specified. Waste containing XT

more than 0.1% chelating agents by weight must be identified and the
.

weight percentage.of the chelating agent estimated. Wastes classified

as Class A, Class B, or Class C in S 61.55 of this chapter must be clearly

-identified as such in the manifest.- The total quantity of the radionu- i

clides H 3, C-14, Tc-99 and I-129 must be shown. The manifest required

by this paragraph may be shipping papers used to meet Department of Trans-

portation or Environmental Protection Agency regulations or requirements

! of the receiver, provided all the required information is included.

Copies of manifests required by this section may be legible carbon

copies or legible photocopies.

n
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4... Prepare shipping manifests to meet the requirements of section I

and !! of this appendix;

5. Forward a copy of_the manifest to the intended recipient, at the

time of shipment, or, deliver to a collector at the time the waste is col-

lected, obtaining acknowledgement of receipt in the form of a signed copy.

of the manifest or equivalent documentation from the collector;

6. Include one copy of the manifest with the shipment;

7. Retain a copy of the manifest and documentation of acknowledge-

ment of receipt as the record of transfer of licensed material as required

by Parts 30, 40, and 70 of this chapter; and,

8. For any shipments or any part of a shipment for which acknowl-

edgement of receipt has not been received within the times set forth in

-this section. Conduct an investigation in accordance with paragraph-E of
'

this appendix.

B. Any waste collector licensee who handles only prepackaged waste

shall:

1. Acknowledge receipt of the waste from the generator _within one

week of receipt by returning a signed copy of the manifest or equivalent

documentation;

2. Prepare a new manifest to reflect consolidated shipments; the

new manifest shall serve as a listing or index for the detailed generator
_!

manifests. Copies of the generator manifests shall be a part of the new
i

manifest. -The waste collector may-prepare a new manifest without attach-

ing the' generator manifests, provided the new manifest contains for each

package the'information specified in section I of this appendix. The y

collector licensee shall certify that nothing has been done to the waste

which would invalidate the generator's-certification;

APPENDICES 129 Enclosure 5
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!

3. Forward a copy of the new manifest to the land disposal

facility operator at the time of shipment; .

1

4. Include the new manifest with the shipment to the disposal site;

5. Retain a copy of the maM f est and documentation of acknowledge-

ment of receipt as the record of transfer of licensed material as required

by Parts 30, 40, and 70 of this chapter, and retain information from gen-

erator manifest until disposition is authorized by the Commission; and,

6. For any shipments or any part of a shipment for which acknow-

ledgement of receipt is not received within the times set forth in this

section, conduct-an investigation in accordance with paragraph E of this

section. -

.

C. Any licensed waste processor who treats or repackages wastes

shall:

- 1. Acknowledge receipt of the waste from the generator within one

week of receipt by returning a signed copy of the manifest or equivalent

documentation;

2. . Prepare a new manifest that meets the requirements of sections 1 x

and 11 of this appendix. Preparation of the new manifest reflects that' y.

the processor is-responsible for the waste;

3. . Prepare all wastes so that the waste is classified according to

S 61.55 and meets the waste characteristics requirements in f 61.56 of

this chapter;

4. -Label each package of waste to identify whether it is Class A
'

|
waste, Class B waste, or Class C waste, in accordance with SS 61.55 and-

,

61.57 of this chapter;

!
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A. Severity 1 --- Violations involving for example:

1. Single radiation exposure of a worker in excess of 25 rems total

effective dose equivalent 75 rems to.the lens of the eye, or 250 rads to the*
,

| ,g,
skin of the whole body, or to the feet, ankles, hands or forearms, or to any(, ,5

1;1' other organ or tissue;

2, Single radiatic,,, exposure of the embryo / fetus of a declared pregnant

woman in excess of 2.5 rems total effective dose equivalent;-p

?

3. Single radiation exposure of a minor in excess of 2.5 rems total

effective dose equivalent 7.5 rems to the lens of the eye,- or 25 rems to the
.

. skin of the whole body, or to the feet, ankles, hands or forearms, or to any

other organ or tissue;

4. Annual exposure of-a member of the public in excess of 2.5 rems total

effective dose equivalent;

a
/

5. Release of radioactive material to an unrestricted area at concentra-
oN u s. . ,

is tions in excess of 50 times the limits for members'of the public in Appendix B 'X.

/ p |r~t
eg of 10 CFR Part 20;

4

6.-Disposal-of licensed material-in quantities or concentrations in excess

of ten times the limits of 10 CFR 20.1003;

APPENDICES 134 Enclosure 5
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'

6. Release of radioactive material to an unrestricted area a onjegra-

tions in excess of 2 times the limits for members of the publicj W Appendix B

of 10 CFR Part 20 (except when operation up to 0.5 rems a year has been

approved by the Commission under 5 20.301(c));

7. Failure to make a 24 hour notification required by 10 CFR 20.1202(b) or
,

an immediate notification required by 10 CFR 20.1201(a)(1)(i);

e },es gic
.

8.Substantialpotentialforexposuresorreleasesinexcessoffl0CFR
Part20whetherornotsuchexposureorreleaseoccurs(e.g.S,,ent y into high

radiation areas, such as under reactor vessels or in the vicinity af exposed

radiographic sources, without having performed an adequate survey peration of

a radiation f acility with a non-functioning interlock sys ;

9. Improper disposal of licensed material not covered in Severity levels I

or II;

10. Release for unrestricted use of contaminated or radioactive material or

equipment which poses a realistic potential for exposure of the public to

levels or deses exceeding the annual dose limits for member of the public, or

which reflects a programmatic (rather than an isolated) weakness in the

radiction control program;

11. Conduct of licensee activities by a technically unqualified person; or

12. Significant failure to control licensed material.

APPENDICES 137 Enclosure 5
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D.. Severity IV - violations involving for example:

& /,f.;aor)np,d in
1. O p e ne; ir, :::::: Of th 1..i u vi 10 CFR 20.201, 20.207. or 20. 208

>1pr u.
not constituting Severity Level I, II or III violations,

b <

2. Release of radioactive material to an unrestricted area at concentra-
,

* ions in excess of the ' limits for members of the public in Appendix B 'of 10 CFR

Part 20 (except when opert. tion up to 0.5 rems a year has been approved by the ,

Commission.under 6 20.301(c));

3. A radiation dose rate in an unrestricted or controlled area in excess

of 0.002 rem in any one hour (2 millirem / hour) or 50 millires in a: year;

.4.-Failure to' maintain and implement radiation programs to keep radiation-

exposures as low as is reasonably achievable;

5. 00ses to a member of the public in excess of any EPA generally applic-

tb'le environmental radiation standards, such as 40 CFR Part 190;-

6. Failure to make the 30-day nctification required by 10 CFR

20.1201(a)(1)(ii).or20.1203(a);.

7. Failure to make a timely written report as required by 10 CFR'-

L 20.1201(b).20.1204pr20.1206. )(
a

~

i

8. Any other matter that has'more than a minor safety, health, or

environmental significance.
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E.. Severity V -- Violations that are of a minor safety, health, or

environmental significance.

PART 19 --NOTICES, INSTRUCTIONS, AND REPORTS TO WORKERS; INSPECTIONS

4. The authority citation for Part 19 continues to read as follows:-

Authority: Sec. 161, 68 Stat 948, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201); sec. 201,

88 Stat 1242, as amended (42 U.S.C.5481).
*

,

5 Section 19.3 is amended by revising paragraph (e) to read as

follows: !

9 19.3 Definitions.
* R- A A A

(e) "Restrictedarea"meansanarea,accesstowhich=is'limitedbyh

licensee for the purpose of protecting individuals against undue

risks from exposure to radiation and radioactive materials. Restricted

area does not include areas used as residential quarters, but separate

rooms in a residential building may be set apart as a restricted area.

6. In i 19.13 paragraph (d) is amended by changing the reference to

"520.405 ard S 20.408" to read "5520.1202, 20.1203, 20.1204 or-20.1206" and

by revising paragraphs (b), (c) and (e) to read as follows:

-APPENDICES 139 Enclosure 5
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calendar, quarter doses associated with such activity or activities and the.. g .
st

bases for these estimates. The submitted information must demonstrate that
,

performance of this activity or activities by an individual untrained -in

radiological protection, in addition to other handling, storage, and use

of devices under the general license, is unlikely to cause that individual

toreceiveinayear[doseinexcessof10percentoftheannuallimits y;

specified in S 20.201(a) of this chapter.

S 32.61 [ Amended).

18. In S 32.61(d), the reference to "S 20.203(a)" is changed to

read "$ 20.901(a)."

'

$ 32.71 [ Amended).

,

19. In 5 32.71(c)(2), the reference to "S 20.203(a)(1)" is changed

to read "5 20.901(a).",

20. In 5 32.71(e), the reference to "$ 20.301" is changed to read

"5 20,1001."
'

.

,

PART 34 - LICENSES FOR RADIOGRAPHY AND RADIATION SAFETY

REQUIREMENTS FOR RADIOGRAPHIC OPERATIONS

21 The authority citation for Part 34 continues to read as follows:
.

Authority: Sec. 161, 68 Stat 948, as amended (42 U.S.C.'2201); sec. 201,

88 Stat 1242, as amended (42 U.S.C.5481).

APPEN0 ICES 144 Enclosure 5
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.

$ 34.29..[ Amended].

22. In i 34.29(a), the reference to "5 20.203(c) (2)(11), (2)(111).

Lor (4)" is changed to read "$ 20.601(a)(2), .(a)(3), or (b)."

$ 34.41- [ Amended].

23. In S-34.41(,a), the reference to "5 20.203(c)(2)" is changed to

lead"$20,601(a)(1),(a)(2),or(a)(3)." !

-i

6 34.42 [ Amended].

24. In $ 34.42, the reference to'"S 20.204(c)" is changed to read
,

"5 20.903" and the reference to "$ 20.203(b) and (c)(1)" is changed

to read "$ 20.902(a) and (b)."

k .g ' '

4-pk
PART 39 - LICENSES AND RADIATION SAFETY ~ REQUIREMENTS FOR WELL-LOGGING- ,,

"

OPERATIONS

.

4

25. The authority citation for Part 39 continues to read as followst ,

r

'

hv Authority:- Sec. 161, 68 Stat 948, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201); sec. 201,
L.

88 Stat 1242, as amended (42 U.S;C.5481).;

26. In'$ 39.15(a)(5)(lii)(B),-the' reference to "5 20.203" is-changed [to
' o

.
read ""6-20.901(a).'"

O

(<

i

'5

|

|
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w

releases of radioactive material in effluents and their resultant committed
effective dose equivalents at small percentages of the values specified
- At the same time,

[ in S 20.301 of this chapter and in the operating license.
L

the licensee is permitted the flexibility of operation, compatible with

considerations of health and safety, to assure that the public is provided

a dependable source of power even under unusual operating conditions which

b may temporarily result in releases h'gher than such small percentages, but

still within the committed ef fective cose equivalent values specified in
_

It is expected that
6 (Elbof this chapter and the operating license.

in using this operational flexibility under unusual operating conditions,
best efforts to keep levels of radioactive

the licensee will exert
material in effluents as low as is reasonably achievable. The guides set

*

out in Appendix 1 provide numerical guidance on limiting conditions for

operation for light water-cooled nuclear power reactors to meet the requi X
-

ment that radioactive materials in effluents released to unrestricted areas
be kept as low as is reasonably achievable. SV

__

In S 50.72 in paragraph (a), Footnote 1, the reference to37.

"S 20,205, S 20.403" is changed to read "5 20.906, S 20.1202,"
and para-

graphs (b)(2)(iv)(A) and (B) are revised to read as follows:

| Immediate notification requirements for operating nuclear power$ 50.72

r1 actors.
A A

AAA

***(b)
***(2)
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_PART 70s- DOMESTIC LICENSING OF SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATERIAL.

w ?X
TheauthoritycitationforParhontinuestoreadasfollows:-41.

' Authority: Sec. 161, 68 Stat 948, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201); sec. 201,

88 Stat 1242, as amended (42 U.S;C 5481).

S 70.51 [ Amended). ;

42. -In 6 70.51(b)(6), the reference to "5 20.401(c)" is changed to

read "$ 20.1108."

Dated at Rockville, MD, this day of 1988. *
,

,

For the Nuclear. Regulatory Commission.

.

Samuel J.-Chilk,
Secretary of- the Commission. '

,

_

.

'M

pr
I~

I

E
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ENCLOSURE 3, RECO>t4 ENDED REVISIONS TO FEDERAL REGISTER NOTICE

CHANGES TO ENCLOSURE 3 TO SECY-88-315, STATEMENT OF CONSIDERATIONS

Enclosure 3, bottom page 32, and top of page 33 in S 20,204, replace both
paragraphs with:

Interim Dose Calculation Facto g and Parameters. Because the
existing Part 20 is based on ICRP-2 dgimetryandmetabolicmodelsand
the revised Part 20 employs the ICRP-30 dose parameters, there was
concern regarding whether the more recent ICRP-30 parameters should be
used, particularly when the value is to be compared with the intake limits
in the existing Part 20.

Until the effective date of the revision, licensees must continue to
demonstrate compliance with the intake limits of the present rule.
.Because the concentration limits, ALIs and DACs in Appendix B of the
revised Part 20 are based upon the '"ective dose equivalent, y4they should not be used until after the effective date of the rule. The
NRC is planning to issue a Regulatory Guide that will address the use of
bioassay measurements for determining compliance with Part 20.

.

Appropriate parameters for calculating organ doses from radionuclide
intakes that do not incorporate the w weighting factors can be found in7
ICRP-30 and its supplements Dose factors for individual organs in

18Federal Guidance Report % 1 are acceptable for use for occupational
exposure. The effective d p equivalent factors in Federal Ad"% G. a.-u )(
ReportY11donotemploy ounding method suggested in ICRP 30 and, for y
this reason, may be slight 1 different (10-20%) than the effective dose
factors that correspond to the ALI's and DAC's in both the revised Part 20
and Report 11. Licensees may use the ef fective dose factors in Report Fa.. v

11 for compliance purposes, as these effective dose factors would be more
restrictive (give slightly higher doses for the same intake) than dose
factors computed using the ICRP 30 round-off procedure.

MEffectivedosefactoroshouldnotbeusedforcomp1fancedeterminations
prior to the effective date of the rule. However,/can be used for pur- <
poses other tt.an demonstrating compliance, such as environmental reports,
prior to the effective date of this revision, providing thatJt-+s clearly
indicated as being ap " effective dose equivalent." { 2%

,

u a~e-
16 International Commission Radiological Protection, " Report of Committee. II

on Permissible Oose for Internal Radiation," ICRP Publication No. 2 (1959).
17 International Commission on Radiological Protection, " Limits for Intakes

of Radionuclides by Workers," ICRP Publication No. 30, Annals of the ICRP;
Vol. 2, No. 314 (1979).

18 Environmental Protection Agency, Federal Guidance Report No.11, " Limiting
Values of Radionuclide Intake and Air Concentration, and Duse Conversion
Factors for Inhalation, Submersion and Ingestion." USEPA Report EPA-520/
1-88-020 (September 1988).

e
'

l' Enclosur'e 3
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Enclosure 3, page 49 Before second paragraph, beginning " Inclusion of doses )
; from ...," inserti q

The dose rate limit of 2 millirens in any one hour from 120.10$(b)(1) of 4
the present Part 20 was omitted in the proposed rule but has'been P d:
provides a more readily measurable quantity than the 100 millirem per year h* *j #,reinstated in the revised rule. The reason for this is that this Hoit

value and can be more easily verified by short term measurements. 9,Np M* "
f

8. l 1

j ,s y " W ..y 4. d .g4 " 'Enclosure 3, page 50, Add to last paragraph a new last senten -
.

,w s W

$ d' )$A #The 0.5 rem limit is intended to be applied pri. if to temporary
situations where operation of a facili ,r+ person's exposure to i*

radiation and radioactive emissio s xpected to result in doses
above 0.1 ren over long periods o ' me. .or design of new installations,
the 0.1-ren limit should be used. However, existing facilities may apply
for NRC approval to ese the 0.5 rem-limit while more complete evaluation
of the need for any additional modifications is performed.

Enclosure 3, page 50, Add following last paragraph: ,

The Commission is aware that some cateJories of licensees, such as uranium .

sill and in situ uranium mining facilities, may experience difficulties in
.jp) destemki5 W!N9with the revised values in Appendix B. Table 2 for y

radionuclides such as redon-222.

Provision has been made for licensees to use air and water concentration
limits or protection of members of the general public that are different
from those in Appendix B. Table 2, if the licensce can demonstrate that
the physio-chemical properties of the effluent justify such modification
and the revised value is approved by the NRC. This provision permits the

!use of concentration limits for members of the general public that better
represent actual exposure conditions. For example, uranium mill licensees

'

could, under this provision, adjust the Table 2 value for radon with
daughters to take into account the actual degree of equilibrium present in
the environment. This is similar to the allowance for use of modified
derived air concentrations (with Commission approval) in l'd0.204(c)p['
of the revised rule. f
*Use of this provision applied to the percentage of radionuclide
equilibrium could provide a factor of 2 or 3 upward change in the *
appropriate air concentration limit la :fdi ti- , tM 11-...... u,is e= _; ,m _ . .m _-_ m ____ <. ,_

?-' n'.M7 ^.;.... ^.t;; 'l.; ei . ,,.. ..m .,ier. I i it :t tM ;it had- ;di fTW-sM.14 F;;id: ;; # ^;;|.c.;I 7;G.,.^^ ,;elhunn, u;t'

the 0.1 rem effective dose limit still cannot be met, the licensee can
apply to NRC under $20.301(c) for persission to use a temporary 0.5 res
per year limit rather than the 0.1 res per year limit. Section 20.301(c)
of the revised rule requires that, in order to receive permission for use
of this higher dose limit, the licen e has to specify (1) the need for
and expected duration of the higher alue, (2) their prograr to assess and

C. / w, L Jl .4 rUi
y t o (., F IT 1 c.101 b b b
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j tk *,

controldoses,93)procedurestoco rol dosas to be ALARA. Theseoptiog3 S'

j used singularly or in combination opted with process or operational @
] modifications of these facilities, +r expected to provide sufficient .\'.

~

flexibility to enable most uranium recovery f acilities to comply with the ' -

provisions of the revised 10 CFR Part 20.
.

Enclosure 3, Page 63, $20.703 add to " Final Rule", Section at top of page af ter
"

: ... factors."<

Allowance has been made for use of respirators that do not provide pro-
taction factors that would keep exposures below the Derived Air Concen-
trations, if (and only if) such use would keep the~ total effective dose
equivalent ALARA. 1

4.

Enclosure 3. Page 72, first paragraph: line 6 - Nort ypeets the requirements X''

of $35.92 ' Decay-In Storage' of M *.FR Pat t 35," oetween "Part 20" and "or".

Enclosure 3, Page 72, second paragraph, lines 4 - 7, make third sentence read:

However, the provisions included in 10 CFR 35.92 and certain specific
license conditions pertain to relatively short-lived radionuclides and are ,
neither appropriate nor applicable to other classes of licenses, such as
those issued under Part 50.

Enclosure 3. Page 72, insert the following before the section on $20.1003.
' Final Rule. Section 20.1001 has been modified to incorporate the

requirements that were in 5 20.1002(b) of the proposed rule. These
provisions require NRC licenses for persons who receive wastes containing
licensed radioactive materials for treatment, for treatment or disposal by
incineration, ecay-in-storage, or disposal in facilities licensed under

IPart 60 or P 61.

b%

Enclosure 3, Page 73, At the end of the first " Response" add: p
prohibition on disposal of (nsoluble materials via the sanitary sewer

was intended to prevent disposal via sanitary sewers of material in which
the radioactive material is primarily in an insoluble fors)( SucL% )

'
- # %. gmaterials may accumulate in the yMfC h rr systa , i the y E , A6reatment' 4

plants and in t sludg
dik=y, sf redon 91C= $e.tw ty ~# "I e NW o**h .Jya f W'~.

'

k--

(Addressids concerns at have been raised by licenstea regarding ths ** b ,j,4
intent of the prohibi ion on disposal of insoluble uterials via sewers.D]'#

.

.

| 5 Enclosure 3
\,
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Enclosure 3, Page 75 Rep. lace " Response" for $20.1005 with:

Response Th M oamissio grees that s M evels w be uset01 and has (/(
issued adv ede notices proposed pgWcy makingA$1 FR 30829, August 29,

' -1986 any43 FR 4988 December 12 4988) concerning the bases fo?f ' . .

devejWiing and eyfoying such)efels. ,' /

Enclosure 3, page 100, last paragraph, add the following sentences after the
sentence ending, ". . . occupational radiation exposure)(.

i

The radiation dose) o be reported are those required to be recorded under X
$20.1106. These doses are listed in the 1987 Federal Guidance to be
reported to the worker. " Annual dose" is also specified in the guidance
and is used for external doses. However, " annual dosef (Id)S 4' l el^'l W
be recorded by the revised Part 20 for internal dosey ,As no)ed qBi % 19,4w, slyi

n Y

footnote 5 to the Federal Guidance (Federal Register of January 27, 1977; ** $7,ua
52 FR 2832): 'MM.' r.

"When these conditions on intake of radioactive materials have been
satisfied (i.e., meeting the committed dose limits), it is not
necessary to assess contributions from such intakes to annual doses
in future years, and, as an operational p:ocedure, such doses may be
assigned to the year of intake for the purpose of assessing ,

compliance."

CHANGES TO ENCLOSURE 4 0F SECY 88-315. REVISED RULE

Ehclosure 4, page 9. " Commission" substitute for the definition, the following:

"' Commission' means the Nuclear Regulatory Commission or its duly # 1,1authorized representatives."

(restores traoitional definition.)
,

|

|

Enclosure 4, page 12. " Generally applicable Environmental Standards"

Delete last line of definition that reads: "These standards are
set out in 40 CFR Parts 190, 191, and 192."

i,,)(Removal of this statement alleviates the need for rulemaking j
each time another EPA generally-applicable standard is issued.]

! Enclosure 4, page 19 " Rem" - change first sentence to read:

"' Rem' is the special unit of any of the quantities expressed as
dose equivalent."

6 Enclosure 3 y
: l' .
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Enclosure 4, page 28, in $20.206, replace (c)(3) by:

"(3) Instructed in the measures to be taken to keep the dose ALARA
considering other risks that may be present."

(Clarifies intent and removes apparent reciuirement for keeping ,

other risks, not regulated by the NRC, "as low as is reasonably
achievable.")

Enclosure 4, page 23, in $20.206, replace (d) by:
i

"(d) Prior to permitting an individual to participate in a planned '
<

special exposure, the licensee a$certains prior doses as required by
S 20.n A(b)."

(Avoids duplicating the requirements in $20.1104(b) in this
section.)

Enclosure 4, page 29, $20.208(c)(2), change to read:

"(2) the dose to the embryo / fetus from radionuclides in the embryo / fetus
and in the declared pregnant woman."

(This change permits more accurate dose assessments of embryo / fetus
dose to be used than the approximation that the embryo / fetus dose
is the same as the dose to the mother.)

Enclosure 4, page 30, $20.301(a)(2):

Insert "from external sources" af ter " unrestricted area."

(Clarifies intent to exclude internal dose rates as they cannot
be measured.)

Enclosure 4, page 31, $20.302 add a paragraph (c) as follows:

"(c) Upon approval from the Commission, the licensee may adjust the
concentration values in Appendix B. Table 2, for members of the public,
to take into account the actual physical and chemical characteristics of
the af fluents (e.g4 aerosol size distribution solubility, densitygradio- >(
active decey equilibrium, chemical fors) X.

(This addition provides for the same dermee of flexibility and
improved precision of dose assessments for members of the public

~

as is permitted for workers under $20.204(c)(3).]-

4

' *

8 Enclosure 3'
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ENCLOSURE A
!

REC 0!EENDED CHANGES
,

[Changedwordinginbracketsorunderscored)

1. MODIFY l(20.901 TO PERMIT THE USE OF BLACK AS AN ALTERNATE COLOR ON WARNING$1GNS IN ADDITION TO MAGENTA AND PURPLE)

STATEMENT (Page65ofEnclosure3toSECY-88-315).

Section 20.901 Caution Signs.
,

'

Coment: Black should be permitted as an acceptable color for
the radiation warning symbol. Several comenters requested that the
color black should also be allowed to be used on signs and for stenciling
packages. The fading of magenta inks in sunlight and the use of ;

black for marking international shipments were cited as supporting:.

i this position.
'

[ Response: The Commission believes that, although the " magenta !

-on-yellow" color scheme has provided an= unique warning of possible'=

radiation hazards, black-on yellow would also be acceptable. The
fading of the magenta color as cited above may reduce the visibility
of the sign with time. Because of the cost impacts if existing

1 warning signs had to be replaced, the Commission is permitting the
use of black in dition to continued approval of magenta and purple,a
rather than requir replacement. yJ

Final Rule. ThisYection has been modified to add black as an i

acceptable color for the radiation warning symbol.)

;_ MODIFY THE RULE (Page 42 of Enclosure-4 to SECY-88-315.) AS FOLLOWSt-
-

4

* i 20.901 Caution signs. I

d

(a) Standard radiation symbol. Unless otherwise authorized by the
Commission, the symbol prescribed by this part shall use the colors magenta, or
purple, or black on a yellow background. The symbol prescribed by this part is
the three-bladed design:

; s .s e * *

-RADIATION SYMBOL

-(1) Cross-hatched area is to be magenta, or purple, or black; and
-(2). Background is to be yellow.

.
.

Paragraphs (b) and (c) are unchanged.
.

1 ENCLOSURE A Te 9 c> - 2. 3 7"
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8. UPDATE STATEMENT TO ADD DISCUSSIONS OF BEIR & UNSCEAR REPORTS AND ICRP
STATEMENT

MODIFY THE STATEMENT OF CONSIDERATIONS TO ADD IN SECTION 11:
_-

F. The 1988 Report of the United Nations Scientific mittee
ontheEffectsofAtomicRadiation(UNSCEAR-88)

The United Nations Scientific Comittee on the Effects
of Atomic Radiation has analyzed data on the sources and
effects of atomic radiation and published a series of reports
containing sumaries of the sources of radiation, the doses'

received by workers and members of the general public from
these sources, and an analysis of the potential health risks
from exposure to ionizing radiation. The latest report in this
series is the 1988 report. The 1988 report contains more recent
information on the health risks of ionizing radiation deter-
mined from a reevaluation of the data on the survivors of the
Hiroshima-Nagasaki atomic bombings. Based upon these data,
the radiation risk gt high doses and high dose rates is estima-ted to be 7.1 x 10' fatal health effects per rad (0.071 effects
per gray). For estimating the risk from radiation doses below'

100 rem, the UNSCEAR report recomended that a dose rate reduc-
tion factor be applied to account for the reduced effectiveness
of lower doses and lower dose rates delivered over longer
periods of time (dose protraction). A range of between 2 and 10
was recommended for the magnitude. of the dose reduction f actor.

This would lead to an estimated risk of fatality of between
(0.7 to 3.5) x 10-4 health effects per rem for low doses such
as those encountered in routine occupational exposure and the
even lower doses that might be received by menbers of the
general public from tmC ( r 'p::_ r t "> +9" licensed
activities.

reconnendations , is 1.25 x 10'g associated with the 1977 ICRPThe fatal gancer risk valu
(the ;roposed Part 20 rule,

51 FR 1102, January 9,1986) so that tie risks per rem as
estimated by the 1988-UNSCEAR report for low doses is between
0.6 to 5 times higher than the earlier ICRP estimate. The
geometric mean of this range is about 1.7, about twice the
earlier estimate associated with the 1977 ICRP report and
the proposed Part 20. The implications of this increase are
discussed in Section H below along with the results of the
1990 BEIR-V report.

7 United Nations Scientific Comittee on the Effects of lonizing Radiation
(UNSCEAR), " Sources, Effects and Risks of lenzing Radiation," 1988 Report
to the General Assembly, Sales Section, United Nations, N.Y. 10017 (1988).
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G. The 1988 Report of the National Academy of Sciences'

CommitteeonthgBiologicalEffectsofIonizingRadi-
ation(BEIRIV)

The 1988 BEIR-IV report supplements the 1980 DEIR !!! -

report by providing a more detailed analysis of the risks
~

from internal alpha-emitting radionuclides to complement,

the emphasis of the BEIR-!!I report on genna and seta
Revised risk estimates are given for intakradiation.

radium, polonium, thorium, uranium, and 4i;#es.

of redon,ic elements (e.g., plutonium).
L y

transuran
,

The radionuclide given the greatest emphasis in the
4BEIR-IV report is radon (radon-222), the gaseous decay pro-

duct of radium-226. The radon dose conversion factor in F p @.<

P ""'yPS"p fthe BEIR-IV report for exposure. conditions representative.
of those of the general public is consistent with the
value used to derive the airborne effluent concentration 4tt r' J "
limit for radon-222 in Appendix B, Table 2 of the revised # es' *J '''

10 CFR Part 20. d~t ,, . a
y is.

'

o,

H. The 1990 Report of the National Academy of Sciences'
Comitteg on the Biological Effects of lenizing Radiation
(BEIRV)

' The BEIR-V resort is another comprehensive re-
evaluation of the 1ealth risks of radiation exposure
based upon the revised dose estimates for the survivors
of the atemic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The f
BEIR-V rep (ort gives risk estimates for leukemia and non-leukemia solid cancers) that are about three or four' ,

: times higher than the estimates in the 1980 BEIR-III

The BEIR V gives the following) factors as the
report.
principal reasons for this increase: (1 use of different

.

dose-response and risk projection models, (2) revised

?

?

8 National Acadeiny of Sciences-National Research Council Comittee -on j

the Biological Effects of Ic,nizing Radiation, " Health disks of Radon
and other Internally Deposited Alpha Emitter, (BEIR IV)," National '

Research Council, National Acaderny Press,' Washington, D.C. 20418
-(1988).

9 National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council. Comittee on
the Biological Effects of-Ionizing Radiation, ' Health Effects of
Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation, (BEIR V)." National
Research Counctil, National Academy press, Washington, D.C. 20418
(1990).-
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estimates of the doses to the individual survivors of the
atomic bombings in Japan, and (3) additional years of
followup studies since the BEIR-III was completed in 1980.

The priinary projection model used in BEIR-V to extra-
polate the cancer risk observed to date to future years
uses a relative risk model in which the risk is assumed
to be proportional to the natural cancer incidence. This
results in the risk from radiation exposure being de 3endent
upon both the time since the exposure occurred and tie age
of the person. Because of this dependence upon age, the
relative risk model generally predicts higher future (life-*

time) risks than the absolute risk model which employs a
constant cdded risk per year with increasing age. Both
the absolute ank relative risk projection models had been
used in the BEIR-!(1972) and BEIR-Ill reports, but until
the BEIR-V report, the absolute model had been preferred.

Revised estimates of the doses to the survivors of
the atomic bombings in Japan changes the cancer risk pro- d8# p,

Ijections t-| about a factor of 3. However, estimates of gM '
thyroid cucer and genetic effects are derived from popu- '"p -,

lations o' ut than the Japanese atomic bomb survivors and '* [are not Rffected by the dosimetry reevaluation.

!. 1090 ICRP Recommendations
"p/,.te .On June 22, 1990, the International Comission on

Radiological Protection issued a press release indicating A

that it would issue revised recommendations for radiation O
protection based upon the newer studies of radiation risks
(such as those described in Sections F, G, and H above).
The press release indicated that the ICRP would recommend j
a reduction in the recommended occupational dose limit f rom I

an equivalent of 5 rems per year to an average of 2 rems
per year with some allowance for year-to-year flexibility.
The previous ICRP recomended dose limit for long-term
exposure of members of the general public, which is equiva-
lent to 0.1 rems per year, would remain at the.,13#same
level.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission does not believe
thct additional reductions in the dose limits are urgently
required by the latest risk estimates. Only a few individ.
uals in either the work force or in the general public are
exposed at or near the limits, and most of these will not
be exposed at such levels over long periods of time. Due
to the practice of ALARA ('as low as is reasonably achiev-
able"), the average radiation dose to occupationally-
exposed individuals is well below the limits in either
the existing or revised Part 20 as well as the changes
being contemplated by the ICRP. As a result of the
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application of the ALARA philosophy to effluent release
standards in Appendix ! to 10 CFR Part 50 for nuclear
power reactors and EPA's 40 CFR Part 190 for uranium fuel
cycle, doses from effluents from fuel cycle facilities are
generally much less than even the 0.1 rem per year stan.
derd in the revised Part iO.

However, because of the long term implications of these
recent higher estimates of the risk from ionizing radia-
tion, the NRC has initiated studies to evaluate the need
for and impacts of possible additional reductions in the
occupational dose limits. With regard to possible future'

changes in the dose limits based on these revised risk
estimates, the NRC is also carefully following the
recomendations of advisory bodies such as the Internation-
al Comission on Radiological Protection, the National
Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements, and
the U.S. Comittee on Radiation Research and Policy
Coordination, and any revised Federal Radiation Guidance
that may be issued relative to radiation risks and stan-
dards.

9. Update Statement Section: III. (IssuesBeingResolvedSeparately)

As noted in the above die wssion. there are several
areas where the Commission believes a better scientific
consensus is needed before adopting values different from
those in the present Part 20. There are also several
areas where issues raised in the public coments (see
following Section V) are being resolved in other NRC
rulemaking proceedings because of either their scope,
complexity, or timing. The following issues are being
or will be resolved in other NRC rulemaking proceedings:

(1 Establishment of "Below Regulatory Concern (Bj)"
levels ndeted-te- & miMeh-4e6 om o n:giigib k
-ind ef +Gk)Y [0n June 27,1990, the Comission
announced the issuance of a policy statement on "Below
Regulatory Concern," which was subsequently 4tMshe , 8 521
in the Federal Register on July 3,1990(55 X XXX)
This policy statement sets forth the basis fo re-
Comission actions regarding rulemaking and licensing
actions related to the use of this concept.)

(2) Limits for decomissioning of nuclear facilities
and for residual radioa ve contamination. [This is being
actively pursued by he Commission staff which is X
developing criteria for residual contamination of soils
and structures (as one aspect of the implementation of
the Below Regulatory Concern Policy) and * participating Xon an EPA Interagency Task Force on ResicbalRadioactivity.]

|

kff
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(3) Limits and calculational procedures for dealing
withthe"hotparticle" issue (smallparticlesfoundin
nuclear reactors that, because of their small size, produce
high localized doses to skin.) [TheNRCnotesthatthe
National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements
(NCRP) has recently issued new recommendations regarding
" hot particles" in NCRP Report No.106, " Limit for Expo-
sure to ' Hot Particles' On the Skin," December 31, 1989.
A modified NRC enforcement policy statement with regard
to the * hot particle issue" (: + the ' %e' steme: Of "# v
m b ;y-and an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemacing on
thissubjectwillbeissuedlot.erirl^^M.-

in14 av M A. >
.

Modification of HRC incident notification require-
(4)[A modification of the incident notificationments.

requirements was issued for public comment on May 14, 1990
(55FR19890).]

[(A new Part 36 is underor''g Connission review prior 5)Publicationofaseparateruleforlargeirradia-tors.
to publication as a proposed 'or public comment. The
detailed requirements for iri , ors presently in the re--

vised Part 20($20.603) will eventually be deleted in
favor of the provisions incorporated in the new Part 36.]

* * * * *

10. ADD SECTION TO RULE REGARDING MODIFICATION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

[$20.8 Modifications of License conditions and Technical Specifi.

cations

The requirements contained in this Part supercede and
replace existing license conditions and technical speci. !

fications based upon earlier versions of this Part. After
,

January 1,1992, licensees shall comply with the applic- '

able section of this Part in lieu of any corresponding-
conditionsbaseduponthepreviousPart20.]

Renumber existing i 20.8 as i 20.9.
,

.I
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